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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Spanish drama in the twentieth century has not been of
uniform quality.

With the exception of a few dramatists such

as Federico Garcia Lorca, Gregorio Nfert^ez Sierra, and Jacin
to Benavente, there was a lack of good Spanish playwrights
during the first thirty years of this century.

However, in the

past four decades there has appeared new dramatic talent •sdiich
has raised the level of Spanish drama and put it on a par with
contemporary European drama*

Two of the new dramatists who

have been especially responsible for this revival are Alejandro
Casona and Antonio Buero Vallejo,
Alejandro Casona, idiose real surname was Rodriguez-Alvaraz,
first came into theatrical prominence when, in 1934, he won the coveted
Lope de Vega prize for his drama, la slrena yarada. This prize, which
is awarded annually by the city of Ifedrid to the dramatist who submits
the best unperformed original drama, was awarded, surprisingly, to a
little known school teacher from the region of Asturias, Casona,
Although the prize winning drama is a good one, according to Juan
Rodr/guez-Castellan© the awarding of the prize to Casona was partially
due to the fact that the Spanish theater had arrived at a lamentable
state of Inertia and was producing works of scant originality and
poor quality,^

Nonetheless, Casona was to prove himself an out

standing dramatist.

He, along with Garcia Lorca and Ifex Aub, has
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been credited with restoring to the Spanish theater its best traditions,
partlcnlarly the poetic impulse characteristic of that theater,^
Casona was fresh and original.

He went against the predominant

trends in the twentieth century Spanish theater.

These trends called

for plays which made little demand upon the audience ; dramas which
glossed over serious issues with facile optimism, presented only super

ficial or unquestioned moral theses, and divorced themselves from the
social conditions of the time,^

While there also appeared along with

Casona other dramatists of merit, his dramas continued to be among the
best written in Spanish for thirty years following the success of
La. sirena varada.
In 1949, fifteen years after Casona won the Lope de Vega prize,
another unknown dramatist surprised the theatrical world in Spain by
winning that same prize,

Buero won this honor for his drama, Historia

de una escalera. Casona was in exile, living in Argentina, in 1949
and the Spanish theater had lapsed into the same lethargic state from
which he had begun to release it.

The Spanish Civil War had caused

dramatists such as Casona to flee the country and had caused the death
of others, notably that of Garcia Lorca,

Rodrfguez-Castellano states

that the theater of post-Civil War Spain presented "for the most part,
comedies whose chief merit was the avoidance of any issue likely to
bring the wrath of a politically sensitive government down upon its
head."^
Buero was soon acclaimed as a leader of the Spanish theater.

He

provided the Spanish stage with a vitality which brought it back into
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the nainstream of the modern European theater*^ Francesco Vian, -writing
in 1952, said:

"Antonio Buero Vallejo es de los poeos dramaturges

espanoles de hoy que ofrecen promesa de revitalizar el teatro eontemporaneo de Espana y elevarlo a un nivel comparable al de otros parses0"^
Buero, like Casona, has been influential in the Spanish theater.
introduced new dramatic themes.

He has

Among a group of young dramatists ^ o

attempted in 1946 to break away from the Spanish theater in order to
produce dramas more in keeping with the times, Buero was the first to
produce commercially.

His Historia de una escalera served as a point

of departure for a generation of realistic young playwrights
BIOGRAHÎICAL SKETCHES OF THE AUTHORS
Alejandro Casona grew up in the mountainous region of northern
Spain known as Asturias,

This area, which is rich in folklore, super

stitions, and natural beauty, is where the small village of BesuUo may
be found.
educators.

There on March 23, 1903» Casona was born to a family of
One sister, #itutlna, became a pediatrician, but Casona"s

other sisters and brother became, like their parents, teachers,

Casona

prepared for a teaching career, but demonstrated early in his life an
inclination towards the theater as well,

Casona spent the first two

years of high school in Gij^n in his native province, but finished
high school in Murcia and then, in 1922, enrolled in the Escuela
Superior del Magesterio in Madrid,

His graduation thesis for this

school, written in 1926, may reflect his interest in the theater, for
its title is "El demonic on la li-teratura y el arte,"
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In 1929 Casona wrote a play, Otra vez el diablo. bat he was
not able to get it prodnoed then.

However, his interest in the

theater was rewarded in 1932 tdien he was named director of the
Mlsiones Pedagogieas, an organization of the newly installed Repmblloan government, established to bring the theater to the rural and
remote villages of Spain,

For four years, until 1936, Casona

directed this organization and during that time also gained recog
nition for la sirena varada, vath the outbreak of the Civil War
Casona was labeled a Republican and had to flee Spain to save his
life.

Early in 1937 he made his escape and joined a theatrical

troupe with which he toured Central and South America,

In July,

1939» Casona and his wife and a daughter settled in Buenos Aires,
Argentina,

He also had a villa in Punta del Este, Uruguay,

Between I963 and I965, he made visits to Spain to help produce some
of his plays.
heart disease.

He died in Madrid in September, 1965® a victim of

8

# 1 September I916, Antonio Buero Vallejo was b o m in
Guadalajara, Spain,

Biero's father was a military engineer, but

Buero displayed an interest in painting rather than engineering.
His comfortable, middle-class family provided him with the necessary
lessons in painting and he has become an accomplished artist,
also showed literary talent at an early age.

Buero

When he was seventeen

he won a literary prize from the Association of Students in his
school, the Normal School or Institute of Guadalajara,

Buero con

tinued his education at the Sscuela de Bellas Artes in MAdrid, from

•^ich he graduated in 1936*

Shortly thereafter he joined the

Bepabliean An^y in the Civil War and served as a aedical-aid eorpsman.

When the Republic collapsed in 1939 Buero found himself a

political prisoner and spent six years, until 19^5» in jail,^
Buero, after his pardon and release from jail, soon turned
to writing, though he continued to paint to earn a living until
his literary efforts met %ith success.

By August, 1947, Buero

had written two of his most widely acclaimed plays,

la

oseuridad and Historia de una escalera. and had two others in manuscript form.
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When he won the Lope de Vega prize in 1949, Buero

was fully dedicated to a career as a dramatist.

Ten years later,

in 1959, Buero married Victoria Rodriguez, a young actress, and,
as of 1967, they have had two sons, Carlos and Enrique,^
QUALITIES AND CHARACTERISTICS CP THEIR THEATERS
The region of Asturias has had an undeniable influence on the
dramas of Casona,

The folklore, superstitions, and customs of this

region may be seen in Casona's drama, la dama del alba, ig&ich is
written about the people in Asturias and dedicated by the author
to the region.

The beauty of Asturias engendered in Casona an

appreciation of and fondness for nature.
sin oescador and ^

Plays such as ^

baroa

tercera palabra reveal in their plo-ts a belief

by Casona in the redemptive qualities of nature and its sim^e
beauty.

In both plays people from urban areas find a new and

better life for themselves lËien they are placed in contact with

roral areas idiere inodem civilization has not altered greatly the
natural environment.

Even the name "Casona" reflects the influence

upon the dramatist hy his birthplace.

Casona adopted the name of his

family's home in Besullo, "la Casona" (the Big House), first as a pen
name and then as his surname,
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Juan Chab^s has said that all of Casona's uorks appear to
"brotar como un mundo tiemo, de un

de poes6i,"^^ This poetic

climate is associated uith the worlds of fantasy and imagination
which Casona created in his plays,

Casona himself said of his

theater:
"No olvides que mi teatro tiene sus razees en la mXa
profunda tra«üciœi ark(stica espanola; es ese entrecruoe
de imaginaciMi y realidad que ya se da en Cervantes, Calderon,
y El Greco, Tambi^n, es de caracter tradicional lo maravilloso
y sobrenatural , , , ."14
Most of the complimentary appraisals of his drama mention in
particular Casona's use of fantagy or irreality.

According to George

^ler Northup, "Casona has an excellent kno^Aedge of theatrical tech
nique and shows a pleasant mingling of realism and f a n c y , O f t e n ,
the fantasy and irreali^ take the form of evasion, which is an
attempt by the characters in the plays to avoid their problems.

In

plays such as la sirena varada Casona made use of evasion, reported
by Jose Garcïa l((pez to be a frequently occurring twentieth century
theme

Ricardo and don Joaqu6 in this play have voluntarily

chosen to evade reality by creating an unreal world for themselves,
Sirena, on the other hand, has been forced by the unhappy environment in which she lived to seek escape and becomes insane.
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Gonaalo Torrent© Ballester recognizes Casona as the postCivil War Spanish leader in the use of evasion as a t h e m e Casona
himself admitted that evasion through escape from reality was charac
teristic of his theater, but denied that he sought to avoid, by
writing about evasion, coming to grips with reality.
he died, Casona told Rodr^guez-Castellanos

Shortly before

"No soy escapista que

cierra los ojos a la walidad circunstan1:e , « , , Lo que oourre
es, seneiHamente, que yo no considero solo como la 'realidad* la
angustia, la desesperaeion, y el sex©,

Creo que un sueno es otra

realidad tan 'real* como la vlgilia,"^®
Several critics have agreed with Casona that he did not seek to
avoid reality,

J,D, lyon writes that, in Casona*s theater "the impe-

rious claims of reality always assert themselves,
the theme of escapism his dramatic materials

Casona , , , makes

a very different thing

from writing escapist literature, " vector Auz Castro credits Casona
with bringing realism back to the Spanish theater,

After 1930, léien

Spanish playwrights began to deal with European developments and the
reality of Spanish life, this critic asserts, their works were first
influenced by such plays as Casona* s ^
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sirena varada.

There is some confusion, however, surrounding the use of the
term "realism,"

Doris K, Arjona states that "heading the rebellion

against the realism of the commercialized middle class were the great
figures of Gareia Lorca , , , and Alejandro Casona," who "were not
satisfied with giving their readers the pleasure of identifying with
familiar loves, hates, joys, and sorrows.
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Apparently, realism in

8
this sense refers to the presentation of a reality which was accept
able to middle-class Spanish society rather than to an attempt to
report what was real about the life of man.

The Spanish theater

immediately prior to Casona avoided important issues concerning
man's condition in society, and made a few demands upon the audience.
Three other recurrent themes, besides fantasy and realism, in
22
Casona®s plays are God, death, and love,
and the Catholic faith.

Casona believed in God

This belief is reflected in his use of these

three themes, particularly by the form which they take as protago
nists in his plays.

Though Casona did not personify God or love,

they are often spiritually present.

In la

tercera palabra,

a

play which combines all three themes, the presence of God is made
evident by the lightning and thunder which occur when Pablo prays
to God not to let %,rga die.

For Ricardo Jordan in la barca sin

pescador, love, ■sdiich comes from God, serves as the basis for the
strength he finds to defeat the devil.

He

devil in order to maintain his position of
suffer eternal damnation.

has sold his soul tothe
wealth, but does not

The love which Ricardo finds in Estela

helps to defeat the devil by enabling Ricardo to kill within him
self the greedy, callous man mAio made the original pact,

Satan,

symbolic of eternal death, appears in this same play in human form.
Yet; death is not always personified as evil in Casona*s plays,
"La dama" in 1a dama del alba appears as death in the form of a
lovely lady tAio brings the ultimate peace and serenity to the
prodigal daughteri Angelica,
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God is present in the lives of men? love helps men find personal
and spiritual redemption? and even death may be as benevolent as
"la dama,'"
mistic»

These messages in Casona*s plays suggest that he was opti

One critic has stated that Casona*s work reflects the optimism

of a teacher who expects problems to be solves#
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Casona did not

remain in Spain during the Civil War» nor did he have to live there
after the war under the repressive regime which Franco Imposed upon
Spain,

writers have not been free in Spain to express any opinion

they wish without fear of possible governmental reprisal.

Thus set

apart from the restrictive influenoes to -sdiich Buero and other drama
tists in Spain have been exposed, Casona lived in an environment more
likely to produce optimism.

He did suffer from his forced separation

and exile from Spain, but, in spite of the sadness this caused, his
optimism remained undiminished and he retained a faith in mankind and
in Spain,

There is in Casona*s theater a dream of perfection and

humanity in man, a dream of which only poets and men of good will
are capable,
Casona preceded Buero in the Spanish theater by fifteen years.
Undeniably, he has influenced Buero, particularly in the area of
fantasy and realism,

Casona* s blending of these two elements in

fundamental in the work of Buero, for the fantasy which pervades
Buero* s and other contemporary dramatists'* plays stems in large
measure from Casona*s influence.

Though Casona exerted an influ

ence upon Buero, Robert Kersner notes that Historia de una escalera
represented a break with the tradition of Buero*s predecessors.
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Casona and Garera L o r c a , This influence, then, has been less
complete.

Even within the realm of fantasy, Jos^ Sanchez notes

that Buero shares “the attitudes of Garcia Lorca and Casona , , ,
mO
and yet has broken a-way from recent literary traditions,"
Buero apparently has not had positive influence on the theater
of Casona, idio was aware of Buero*s drama, but said of its

"En

cuanto al teatro espaSbl contempor/neo estimo de valor innegable
al que hace Buero , , , seguid© de Carlos Muoz, Alfonso Saatre,
Lauro Olmo, y otros ; per© p>ara mi todos ellos 'cultivan un teatro
rabiosamente realista que a mu no me va,* aunque comprend© su
/
29
tematloa perfeetamente,"
Buero has revealed in his plays, in addition to influence by
Casona, certain effects of his personal history.

The artist* s

training which he received, particularly the development of an
eye for detail, has enabled him to picture with detail and clar
ity the lives and the environment of his characters.

His first

love, pointing, served as an invaluable apprenticeship in obser
vation, ^
The Spanish Civil Vfer and its aftermath have also influenced
Buero* s writing.

In El tragaluz. for example, the plot revolves

around an incident îdiich occurred in the life of one family during
that war.

Also, Buero still bears the stigma of having been a

member of the Republican Army during the Civil War,

There is a

minority in Spmin #ich opposes his works and Buero himself
because his Republican service has not been forgotten and because
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he has refused to take sides in politics since the war,^^
opposition exists within the government also.

This

The post-Civil Whr

government has censored all plays and determined their representability on the basis of idiether or not they are offensive to the
government*s political dogma or prestige.

Though not always con

sistent, this censorship had, as of 195^i prevented the production
of at least one of Buero*s plays, Aventura en lo gris, ^
Despite the difficulties imposed upon him by Franco's Spain,
Buero has continued to earn the respect of drama critics.

He

possesses and has perfected the skills necessary to write good
quality dramas ; especially his delineation of characters and
development of conflicts have stood out,

33

Buero*s character

delineation reveals his protagonists in speeches by them which
contain plain language, effective because of its simplicity and
directness.
Some credit for Buero* s success must also go to the fact
that he does not compromise with conveniency; his plays do not
suffer from a lack of substance due to an attempt by Buero to avoid
issues which might offend either the Spanish government or the
audience, While Buero does not openly invite government objection
by writing material directly critical of it, he does, in plays such
as Historia de una escalera, portray problems concerning poverty
and social immobility which imply a need for improvement and for
idiich the government may in some degree be held responsible.

His

dramas are original and attentive to the conditions of contemporary
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society in Spain,

Rodr:^guez-Castellano writes that Baero has resisted

the exigencies ef conveniency, calling for the avoidance of contro
versy, idiich exist within the atmosphere of the Spanish theater, and
adds*

"/Qu^ lejos estamos eon el (Buero) del teatro discursivo que

basea exitos por medio de la frase ingeniosa o del teatro de evasion
que

8

• , ofreoe un mundo major, donde las angustias son ficticias o

son manimasl*®^
Buero's theater also possesses a universality idiieh transcends
the particular problems and situations of his characters.

He gives

his theater universality by creating characters who are representative
of fundamental qualities in human life,

3*5

Dimas in Irene £

tesoro

represents the type of miserliness and greed idiich blinds men to the
needs of others.

In Hoy es fiesta Pilar is representative of -üie

qualities of goodness and compassion.

She stands out against the

background of petty quarrels and concerns eisdiibited by her neighbors.
Characters such as Dimas and Pilar are not, however, beyond the scope
of reality as human beings.

They fit within the environment and

situation of their dramas and reveal themselves in ordinary inter
reaction with other persons in the plays,
Buero does not avoid dealing with the problems of man in society,
but his characters, like those of Casona, do try to escape their own
difficulties.

According to Garcia Pavdn, Buero's Historia de una

escalera brought to the theater "problemas de honda entrana colectiva,
que superaron el escapism© o los conflictos de indole individual o de
vida privada e strieta, que doralnaron y dominan el teatro mas comin,”^
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Buero's characters, confronted with these problems, such as personal
failure and inability to cope with the demands of society, try to
evade the reality of their lives and, in so doing, demonstrate the
insufficiency of reason alone in solving problems,
Baero always presents in his dramas a realistic portrayal of
the condition of man and his problems.

Often this portrayal gives

a melancholy tone to the dramas, for in real life man meets with
failure and disappointment as well as with success,

^igel del Exo

considers Historia de una escalera to be ”obra melancolica en la
eual entrecruzan vidas raon^tonas de gente humilde en quienes prenden
las üusiones para desvanecerse con los anbs y renacer mas tarde en
los hijos,"^

Baero uses this melancholy as a means of expressing

in tragedy man's noble inquiry into the sources of his own nature,
but because his dramas are tragic some critics have been led to
characterize Buero as a pessimistic writer.

39

There are critics, however, idio join Buero in denying that he
is a pessimist,

G, Torrente Ballester, for example, prefers to say

that Buero, rather than being a realist, is a dramatist idiose point
of departure is an exceptional fidelity to the time in which he lives
and to the society which surrounds him,^

Such fidelity does consti

tute a type of realism, that which carefully observes and reports
tdiat is seen.

Within the context of his article, Torrente Ballester

is making the point that Buero is not a realist if realism is
equated with pessimism.
Buero has replied;

To those idio have accused him of pessimism,

1.4
La. mayoria de las obras maestras del teatro han sido
tragedias G 0 el autor genial de cualquier Wpoca escribe,
por lo cpBïon, tragedias. De igual manera el autor joven
no paede ser, ni biolcÿgica ni socialmente, œsimista.
Vive por definicion de la edad de la ilusidn y el opti»
mlsmo • • . • ïo me veo por dentro como un hombre y un
esoritor de tendencia tr^ica, que es, aproximadamente,
el contrario de pesiraismo a secas. La tragedia teatral
88 signo de , , , esa risa valerosa y conmovida que se
exhala sin cerrar los ojos. Es el signo de la vitalidad
de un pueblo ante su destino,^^
Buero, then, considers himself to be a tragedian.

According

to one critic, Buero*s grasp of the tragic situation, a situation
uhibh is not confined to a single event but rather derived from
the totality of the situation -which surrounds the characters, has
made him the greatest tragedian in contemporary Spain,

His

concept of tragedy corresponds to that of the classical Greeks? he
defines tragedy as the conflict between liberty (free will) and
necessity (the limitations imposed upon man by other individuals, by
society, or by an enigmatic destiny)
In Buero*8 tragedy the limitations upon free will are more often
imposed upon the characters by themselves or by society than by an
enigmatic destiny,

%

deceiving themselves -with their own egoism,

greed, or prejudice, the characters lose a true vision of their common
humanity with other people,^

The blind students in ^

la ardiente

oseuridad refuse to recognize the tragic nature of their handicap.
They limit their freedom because they have established artificial
limits upon the extent and nature of their activities.

Although

these blind students believe that they can lead a normal life, their
orderly world is easily shattered by the presence of Ignacio, -who is
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bitterly aware of his blindness, yet aspires as the others do not to
really see and to escape the shackles of blindness.
Ignacio also exemplifies another characteristic of Baer©*s
tragedies, for a striking constant in them is the theme of the individnal in conflict with the vaines ef those -she snrronnd him,^^

His

hope for sight reflects an optimism ishich the other blind students
do not possess and the triumph of his ideas, as they are adopted by
his opponent, Carlos, further indicates that Buero is not pessimistic,
Amalia in tfedragada prefers love to wealth, in direct contrast to the
relatives of Ifetiricio, her dead husband.

She triumphs also and thus

the conflicts which she and %nacio have with the other characters in
their plays provide the basis for the plots and for the tragic, yet
spiritually triumphant conclusions to the plays,
THE THESIS PROBIEM
Essentially, the dramatists* theaters seem to differ in the
following ways:

(1 )

Casona*s characters are often creative, imaginative, or

dynamic individuals; Buero's characters are often weaker individuals
than those of Casona,

They seldom succeed in idiatever they try to

aootmpllsh,

(2)

In Casona* s plays the protagonists are often found in

strange settings and facing unusual problems? in the plays of
Baero both the setting and the problems are often quite ordinary,
(3)

Casona*8 characters try to solve their problems by

extravagant means or be escaping from them; Buero's characters
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may also try to escape, bat seldom take strong measures to deal with
their problems,
(4)

Casona*s characters are often misled by their own illusions

or self-deception so that they behave in strange ways5 Baero*s char
acters may have goals -vdxich they dream of attaining, bat the pursuit
of these goals is not very vigorous,

(5) Casona* s plays usually end happily and solutions are
provided for their problems; Buero*s plays usually end without apparent
triumph or relief for the protagonists and their problems are not ful
ly solved.
These differences indicate that Baero is a realist in the sense
■Kftiieh a noted authority on the Spanish stage, Federico Carlos Sainz de
Robles, gives to the term “realism,'®

This authority defines the term

by writing that the realist would give '
“igual importancia a la fealdad
que a la belle za, a lo sucio que a lo limpio,

KL realism© pint/ a

los hombre s como son, no como pudieron o debieron ser,®'^

Buero

complies with this definition because he insists upon producing an
accurate portrayal of human life,

“For him a dramatic work should

have a purpose and mirror life in all its manifestations 1 joy and
laughter as well as tears and remorse,"^^
Realism is sometimes equated with pessimism,

A dictionary of

current literary terms defines realism in the arts as "a loosely used
term meaning truth to observed facts of life (especially tdien they are
gloomy),"^

Tiëiile it is true that in Buero's theater there is little

of the kind of happiness found in Casona* s plays, it cannot be said
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of Baero that, because he is a realist, he is a pessimist.

Certain

indications of Buero's optimism have been cited in üie present study,
indications tdiich reveal a subtle optimism based upon the resilience
and inner strength of man, rather than upon the possibilities he may
have for living a happy life.
Buero's optimism manifest
optimism?

How, uhere, and in idaat ways does
itself?

Howdoesitcompare with Casona's

These arequestions whichthepresent

study will attempt

to answer.
In order to present a balanced selection of the two dramatists'
plays, seven by each man have been chosen as primary sources.

These

plays, selected as representative of each author's theater, are:
Play

Abbreviated title

First performed

Ey Casona:
la sirena varada

Sirena

1934

Nuestra Natacha

Natacha

1936

Prohibido
suioidarse en
nrimavera

I¥©hibido

1937

la dama del alba

Dama

1944

la baroa sin
oescador

Baroa

1945

Los arboles
mueren de oie

itbolies

1949

la tercera

Palabra

1933

Historia

1949

Ey Buero:
Historia de una
escalera

18
Oseuridad

1950

Madrusada

1953

Irene £ el tesero

Irene

1954

Hoy es fiesta

Hoy

I95Ô

Las cartas boca
abajo

Cartas

1957

Traealuz

1967

En la ardiente
osenridad

The abbreviated titles ■will be msed only tdien referring to quotations
from the plays,
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Botia Alejandro Casona and Antonio Buero Vallejo have excellent
credentials in the twentieth century Spanish theater.
may be compared as equals in dramatic ability.

Therefore, they

Their plays are among

the most widely read and performed in that theater,

VB-thin these plays

the protagonists differ in their individual characteristics, their
strengths and weaknesses.

All of them serve, however, to reveal the

dramatists' beliefs concerning man.

The way in lAich the characters

are used by the dramatists, the combinations of traits they possess
as individuals and collectively, and the effect which the interplay
of these traits has upon the outcome of the plot provide, ■sdien
analyzed, a worthiAile approach towards providing answers for the
questions posed by the thesis problem.
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Chapter 2
THE PRINCIPAL CHARACTERS
The success of any drama may well depend, in no small measure,
upon the skill with which the dramatist has developed and made use of
his characters,

Alejandro Casona and Antonio Buero Vallejo may, there

fore, attribute some of their success in the theater to the fact that
their characters are interesting individuals, well portrayed by the
author, and serve the purposes of the author.

Each of the dramatists

presents a wide variety of protagonists within his theater, protagonists
which also differ from those of the other dramatist,
While there are differences between the characters of the two
dramatists, the protagonists do indicate that Casona and Buero have
a fundamental belief in the value of the individual person.

Such a

belief, in turn, gives added significance to the protagonists, for
their impact upon the reader or the audience must be increased by
the knowledge that the dramatists consider them, as representative
of real people, important.

What they say and do may be regarded as

significant to the dramatists,
Robert Chandler and Kessel Schwarz report that Casona insisted
upon the value and dignity of the individual in a depersonalized
world01

Dr, Roda in Rrohibido suioidarse en primavera and Mauricio

in los arboles mueren de pie both exemplify this insistence, They
are directors of institutions whose purpose it is to care for the
individual wAio has been neglected or mistreated by society.

Even
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Death in ^

dama del alba is represented by a lady Wio shows compassion

for the individual and tdio feels sorry for the loved ones of a person
she mast take with her,
clearly shown in ^
plays

Buero's concern for the individual is most

tragalua, A Ifedrid newspaper review says of this

tragaluz nace de una preooupaoi/n per el individu©» por el

destine de todos y cada uno de nosotros,

2
individualism© , , » o"

Y es, adem^s, un grito de

In the play two brothers are discussing the

identity ef an unknown person appearing on a postcard,

Mario, who in

his concern for the individual is the opposite of his opportunistic
brother Vicente, asks him regarding üiat individuals
/

/

"J^Nanca te lo
/

I

has preguntado tu, ante una postal vieja , , , qulen fue este?*^
Intangible forces also appear, but less frequently than do
individuals, as protagonists in the pJ.ays,

These forces are Important

and represent an idea which the dramatist has chosen to symbolize in
the plot, but which is not conveniently represented by a character,
God, death, and love compose the principal ideas symbolized in
Casona's dramas.

The devil in la barca sin pescador, though he

appears in human form, is a force representing the presence in man's
life of evil, temptation, and possible eternal death,

to Historia de

una esoalera, a central protagonist is the stairway,^

It represents

for Buero the futility in the lives of those -who have given in to
the adverse conditions in their environment,

to ^

tragaluz Buero

uses a train whistle in the background to serve as a reminder of a
tragedy involving a train in the life : of a certain family.

The

Tdilstle recalls to mind an act of greed and treachery which has not
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been atoned for by the man -who committed it,
Whether individual or force, the protagonists of each dramatist
are found in environments ^ich differ from those of the other
dramatist.

According to Juan Chab^s, "las criaturas draraaticas de

Casona ^^stiijj envueltas en la atm/sfera que ellas mismas crean con
su aeci/n y su palabra en ese mundo , . «

Thus, Casona's characters

create, to a certain extent, their own environment,

particularly

îdaen they have escaped from reality and constructed in fantasy new
lives or ways of living for themselves,

Ricardo in la sirena

varada has created his own unreal world within the large old house
he acquired.

Similarly, the mother in la dama del alba lives within

the world of perpetual mourning she has maintained since the apparent
death of her daughter Angelica,

These worlds which Casona's

characters have created for themselves bear little resemblance to
the more common and mundane conditions in which Buero's characters
are most often found,

Buero generally uses lower-class characters in

their everday environment,^

Particularly in plays such as Historia de

una escalera. Hoy es fiesta, and Las cartas boca aba.io one may find
protagonists idio have little or no success in changing or escaping
from the places in which they live.
In their own particular surroundings, the protagonists perform
not only as individuals but also as a part of the communal
personality,

Doris K, Arjona notes -üiat Buero has a sense of the

individual as a part of the communal personality, especially in
7
Historia de una escalera and Hoy es fiesta. Each of the characters
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In these two plays has a separate identity, bat his persenality is
also a component part of the world which he may unknowingly share
with other characters in the play.

In the second of these plays,

for example, dona Nieves represents the hopeful part of the communal
personality in the tenement house, while Nati reju*esents the bitter
ness in that same community.

Some of Casona's characters seem

unaware of or unwilling to assume their role within their community,
or, in a larger sense, within the community of all mankind,

Fernando

and Chele in F&ohibido smicidarse en primavera do not realize until
they stumble upon Fernando's brother Juan in an asylum for potential
suicides that they have anything in common with persons less fortunate
than they.

For Pablo in ^

scorned and avoided.

tercera palabra civilization is to be

He, Fernando, and Chole must all be taught by

someone else that they cannot exist independently of other people.
This brief description of the two dramatists' protagonists
indicates that each has believed in the value of the individual, but
also that their protagonists may be forces symbolic of different
concepts, may live in different environments, and may have different
roles within their local community or the community of man.

It is

appropriate, therefore, that each dramatist differs from the other
in his selection of characters to express an idea on the same
general subject.

As an example, one may point to the question ef

what is moral or immoral In the behavior of man,

Casona's characters

are often less ordinary than Buero's and he has chosen, in la barca

sin pescador, the devil to discuss the distinctions between legal
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8
and moral gailt*

"El caballero de negro," as the devil is called

in this play, peints out to Ricardo that •sdiile merely willing a crime
te be committed may not be legally punishable, it is quite sufficient
to convict him who wills it of a moral transgressions

"Hay orfmenes

sin sangre, que no estan en el Codigo . , , , El hecho material no
me importa,

Basta con la inteneion moral,

matar, y yo me enoargo de lo dem^s,"

Pon ti^ la voluntad de

(^rca. pp, 44? and 449)

Another

supernatural character, the lady who is Death in La dama del alba.
tells the prodigal daughter Angelica that -sdiat is really important is
not that Angelica should regain her position in the family but that
she should preserve the good memory which the mother has of her.
Since Buero writes more often about common people than does
Casona, he leaves to them the expression of moral truths about man
and the way he conducts his life.

Dona Nieves, the fortune teller in

Hoy es fiesta, says that one must always hope because hope is eternal.
Her words, spoken soon after the tenement dwellers Tàio are her
neighbors have had their hopes for winning the lottery crushed and
after Silver!© has just lost Pilar, indicate that even in the hours
of darkest despair man should not give up,

Juan Guerrero Zamora

writes that Buero makes in his plays a sketch of real life which
reveals degradation in human society, but also shows "the seeds of
Q
salvation contained in the popular classes,"
In Historia de una
escalera this salvation, -sdiich may be both physical and spiritual,
becomes possible because Fernando hijo and Carmina hija have not
given up.

Their parents, in that they have succumbed to the adverse
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inflmences of poverty and social inmobility, symbolize the degradation
of the human spirit.

The children, ^dio are not afraid to hope in

spite of their unhappy surroundings, represent the salvation of
their oim spirit from despair and perhaps of themselves from the
poverty of their physical environment,
Casona and Buero have also used different characters to express
the belief that there exist happiness and hope as well as sorrow and
despair in the life of man, and that this truth must be recognized
by man.

Often, Casona uses older people to get this point across,

Telva in la dama del alba and the grandmother in la barca sin pescador
are examplesi

One of Casona’s most interesting characters, Telva, -sdio

is a family servant and friend, tells ihe bereaved mother that the
family should not be kept in perpetual mourning over the death of
Angeliea,

The grandmother, prior to Ricardo Jordan’s arrival,

laments the lack of cheer ^ich has pervaded the home of Estela
Anderson since the death of her husband Peter,

Both of these old

women have refused to accept unhappiness as a permanent condition
of their lives or of the lives of those for idiom they care,

Buero,

on the other hand, chooses younger people in many instances to find
a balance between unhappiness and the possibility for a better life,
Fernando hijo and Carmina hija in Historia de una escalera certainly
see life in a broader perspective than their parents do.

These

young people realize that there nay be hardships to overcome before
they succeed in extracting themselves from the tenement building,
bat are hopeful enough to try.

In las cartas boca aba.io Juanito
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is not discouraged or defeated tgr the failures of his parents#

He

finally convinces them that he may succeed vAiere they have not.
The balanced view of life 'which these protagonists of Casona
and Buero possess reflect the balance between the defects and the
admirable qualities which may be found in the personalities of the
protagonists#

Just as life is composed of both good and bad things,

so the personalities of the dramatists* protagonists generally are
composed of good and bad qualities#

Some protagonists, it is true,

seem t® be totally bad or completely good#
the miserly Dimas in Irene o ^

On the negative side,

tesoro and the spiteful Leonor

in Madrugada have no apparent redeeming features#

Amoi^ Casona’s

characters Mauricio "el otro" in Los arboles mueren de pie appears
entirely devoid of goodness.

To the other extreme, it is difficult

to find anything which is offensive about Pilar in Buero* s Hoy es
fiesta or about the two maiden aunts in Casona*s Ia tercera palabra.
Commonly, however, the protagonists as individuals and as a
group possess a fairly even mixture of character flaws and
desirable characteristics.

In Nuestra Natacha and lA sirena varada.

for example, one finds characters who refuse to face reality and
characters vho insist upon facing it#

Lalo in the first of these

plays rejects reality and prefers the sheltered world of a student#
Natacha eventually causes him to abandon his position#

Ricardo in

La sirena varada is called upon by don Florin to face reality, inclu
ding the truth about Sirena,

Thus there is balance in the plays

among those who avoid reality and those who advocate it#

Among
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Buero* s eharacters lÊirio in ^

tragalnz insists that his family

recognize the truth about the death of the younger sister Elvira,
Even though this truth has already caused his father to go insane,
Iferio*s concern for the individual makes him confront his brother
Vicentei idio is forced to reveal his guilt concerning Elvira’s
death;

Mario’s ability to face the truth, even i6 en it is bitter,

counters the essentially undesirable trait of seeking to avoid the
truth, idiich Vicente and the mother exhibit.

Like Mario is Juan

in Las cartas boca aba.io. Though his wife Adela refuses to accept
the unhappy truth that she and Juan have not succeeded in creating
a good marriage, Juan realizes this truth and offers her hope for
improving their situation:

“Quizas esta noehe logremos lo que

no hemos logrado durante aims:

poner las cartas boca arriba,

confiar el uno en el otro; aprender, en definitive , , , , a
envejecer juntos," (Cartas, p. $6)
The variety of flaws or undesirable characteristics found among
the two dramatists’ protagonists may be derived from defects within
their personality or from pressures in their environment idiich cause
them to make, in üie eyes of the audience, incorrect choices or
responses.

Often the undesirable consequences; such as poverty,

mental anguish, and loneliness; which the protagonists suffer as
result of their actions are derived from a combination of internal
and external causes.

In the cases of Fernando and Urbano in

Historia de una escalera the poverty and spiritual stagnation
idiich has come to beset their families result from a combination of
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their own lack of willpower and the social immobility which charac
terizes their society.

Robert Kersner writes that these two men

recognize their potential for another existence, but are unable to
translate their consciousness into action, Sen orita Crespo in
Nuestra Natacha is similar to Fernando and Urbano in that her per
sonality flaw restricts her behavior to the detriment of herself
and others, the students in the reformatory.

Her inflexibility or

unwillingness t@ accept new ideas, along with the outmoded concept
of juvenile reform prevalent in her society, combine to assure that
she continues to insist upon strict discipline as the only method
of reforming the students.

Referring to the relaxation of disci

pline which Natacha*s enlightened approach to reform requires,
senorita Crespo says:

"Aqu^ no hace cada uno mas que lo que le gusta.

Si las cosas siguen asi, esto, m^s que un Reformatori®, va a parecer
una colonia de vacaciones,"

(Natacha, p, 162)

There are also characters whose behavior causes some kind of
bad effect -who appear to act in harmful ways independent of adverse
outside influences.

The maliciousness of Leonor in Madrugada has no

apparent association with a condition in her society and does cause
Amalia to suffer.

The ingratitude and selfishness of Mauricio *'el

otro" in Los arboles mueren de pie results in great unhappiness in
the home of Bilboa, though that home tried to treat him well,
Sirena in Casona's play about her offers an example of a
protagonist whose defect, the inability to face reality which leads
her to insanity, has been caused by external forces almost entirely.
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One can clearly perceive that Sirena has been driven mad by an unhappy
environment,

Kessel Schwarz notes that Sirena, along with don Joaquin,

seeks a fantasy world to avoid the cruelty of the real one,^

It is

more accurate to say that fantasy sought her in the form of insanity,
for she is not a weak-willed person.

She exhibits towards the end

of the play, when she resists Ricardo's efforts to bring on her
insanity again, a strer^th of character which indicates that only
adverse conditions, not a weak will, could have caused her to go
insane.

The father in Buero's EL tragaluz fought a losing battle

to insanity after seeing his son Vicente take away all the family
provisions, causing the starvation of the baby Elvira,
Discussing personality defects and admirable qualities in
general terms, the present study has demonstrated that they are in
balance among the characters and that they may be derived from
internal or external causes.

What, specifically are some of these

defects and qualities common to characters in both theaters?
do these traits counterbalance each other?
mentioned,

How

Some have already been

Lalo in Nuestra Natacha and Ricardo in la sirena varada

ejdiibit, as noted, the weakness of being unable to face reality.
Neither of them has been forced to abandon reality by the type of
hardships faced by Sirena; tbeir inability stems from an unwilling
ness to accept the tedium of their daily lives and the responsibil
ities of the real world.

Their self-centered search for a more

pleasant way of living blinds them to the needs of those around
them, but for both of them there appears a person with the strength
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to make them leave their artificially contrived world,

Natacha

involves lalo in helping the reformatory students and, in so doing,
causes him to take interest in the world beyond the confines of stu
dent life,

Rodr^guez-Castellano has called don Florxn in La sirena

varada "la t{nica persona que représenta la razdn y demuestra que el
*1

ansia de yerdad es instintiva en nosotros,"

À'

Don Florxn advises

Ricardo to permit that Sirena be cured of her insanity,

Ricardo's

eventual acceptance of this advice indicates that even in those who
voluntarily have chosen to avoid reality the desire to know the
truth remains.
Rather than seek the kind of physical separation from reality
which Ricardo achieves, Buero*s characters often reveal the weakness
of being unable to face reality by succumbing to the harsh realities
of their unhappy lives so that their view of life becomes distorted
by despair or bitterness.

They lose a clear vision of the even

balance between the good and the bad which constitutes reality,
and the duty of those ■tdio are capable of facing the truth becomes
to correct the others' distorted view of it.

In ^

la ardiente

oscuridad, Ignacio takes it upon himself to show to the other blind
students the truth about their handicap.

He ultimately succeeds in

convincing only one person, Carlos, and then only at the cost of
his own life.
Ignacio's limited success indicates that some characters in
Buero's theater d® not find the strength or the help necessary to
return to reality,

Irene in Irene o el tesoro never does abandon
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her illmsien of the ’’dtiende,"

In Casona's theater there are also

of sttoh a failure, for Daniel the blind painter in La
sirena varada and Hans in Prohibido snieidarse en primavera never
give up their particular forms of irreality.

The inability of these

characters to live without some form of self-deception reveals a
personality defect.

Conversely, the protagonists in both theaters

demonstrate strength and admirable qualities when they confront
their problems instead of running away from or ignoring them,
Ruth Richardson writes that in Casona's theater the characters only
find happiness when they behave ethically and confront the reality
which life affords thera,^^ Ricardo Jordan in la barca sin pescador,
for example, acquires an inner strength born of knowing he has at
last behaved ethically when he mentally kills the greedy man who was
his former self,

Sliverio in Hoy es fiesta at last determines to

face with dignity the consequences which may follow his confession
to Pilar of üie guilt he feels is his for the death of her daughter.
Significantly, Buero places Silverio's final determination to confess
just after this man has helped Daniela face the truth about the tragic
need her mother has for her.

At the time when Silverio becomes

willing to reveal his own shortcomings, he helps another person to
recognize them in a loved one.

Closely associated with the ability to face reality, and often
a means by idiich it becomes possible to do so, is the capability
which some characters possess to be touched ty and react positively
to the influence of love.

This inner sensitivity helps the characters
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find the contentment ■which has escaped "them. According to Rath

GlUisple, Maorlole in Los Oboles nnieren de pie finds that a
pleas lie and illasions are not infallible solations to human
12|,
problems0
He also discovers, idien he becomes aware of the

mtaal love between him and Isabel, that he cannot seek fulfill
ment in his personal life only by providing through deception
Buero has also created characters

this fulfillment for others,

who profit from the influence of love,

îfost outstanding is

Amalia in tfedragada, whom Sergio Nerva has called "una alma
redimida, parificada por el amor,”^^

Her love for her deceased

husband enables her to defeat his greedy relatives and even they
are affected by this example of loves
Damaso, X ojal^ que esta noche nos sirva a los dos
para algo, leonor « . , , Adi^s, Amalia, No nos juzgme demasiado mal,», Qaiz/s nuestro mayor delito ha
sld#,,.la pebreza,
Lorenzo, Usted nos ha ■vencido. No era dificil, eon
el diner® a sus espaldas,,,
Amalia, No era el diner© lo que estaba a mis espaldas.

,

/

V

Lorenzo, (Sardonico,)
Amalia, (May dulce,)

•

•

•

!

/AhI 6 No? cfQue era?
El amor, (Ifedrugada, p, 202)

The relatives, who have behaved "like reptiles," recover their
dignity upon recognizing their sickening obsession -with money
When characters fail to respond to the stimuli which might
cause them to improve their lives, they suffer from the personal
defect of being inflexible.

Though they may, as in the ease of

selXbrlta Crespo in Nuestra Natacha. appear to be s"trong-willed,
they are often simply afraid to change.

Perhaps the best examples
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of this defect among Baero's characters are the blind students
iîî

ardiente oscuridad. Initially, they respond to Ignacio's

sobering influence*

His bitterly truthful approach to the fact of

their mutual blindness awakens these students, with the exception
of Carlos, to the tragic nature of their handicap,

Ignacio is

concerned about the spiritual blindness of these students as
they examine their position in the world of those -aho see, as
well as about the physical blindness of the eyes.

As Rodrdiguez-

Castellano states, Ignacio is not content to go through life
with blindness of the soul.

17

After Carlos has killed Ignacio,

the other students accept his death as the defeat of his ideas
and are no longer willing or able to maintain his bitterly honest
attitude towards blindness.

They return to their false happiness,

for as individuals and as a group they are too weak to change and
to face reality without Ignacio's leadership.

The real tragedy

of the play, therefore, stems not from Ignacio's death but from
the inner, spiritual blindness of the students and from their
inability to change.

In the end, only Carlos comes to accept

Ignacio's ideas.
Self-deprecation, sometimes in the form of an inferiority
complex, appears as a flaw in the personality of both Casona's
and Buero's characters.

The would-be suicides in Prohibido

suicidarse en primavera séï¥è as examples in Casona's theater.
Among these eharacters Juan most clearly reveals feelings of
inferiority Wien he tells Choles

"No servfa,,,

fNo he servido

nuncal" (Prohibido. p, 259) Silverio in Hoy es fiesta is a
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eharaeter in Baero's theater lAo thinks very little of himself@
Though he hag eompagglon and forgivemegs for the faultg of others,
he hag little for hig oen guilt.

Both Juan and Silverio begin to

regain their self-regpeot idien they eerve ethers.

The eiUingness

to serve oanses them to see beyond their own, private worlds in
idiloh they have been unhappy.

At the end of the play Juan provides

eongianlon^ip for Alioia, 160 also has regained self-respeot ly
helpiug others,

Silverio, as he helps Daniela and dona Balbina,

finds the strength to confess his guilt to Pilar.
This willingness and capability to serve exists in other
characters also, particularly in Casona’s theater,

Ricardo Jord/n's

words to Estela in la barca sin pescador demonstrate his desire to
stay on in the village and serve those whom he once thought only
to pay for the harm he may have caused them:

"Ahora soy un hombre

sin mds riqueza que las manes, oomo se viene al mondeé
seyes,

D^eme trabajar a su lade,"

(Barca, p, 493)

Uno de los

He has found

true contentment in working with Estela rather than in trying to
accumulate wealth.

In Nuestra Natacha lalo’s service to the reform-

atery students helps him learn to accept responsibility outside of
the student life he has maintained for himself.

Sains de Robles

observes that in nearly all of Casona’s plays there is a person,
such as îfeuriei© in Los arboles mueren de pie, charged with teaching
something,

1A

Mauricio does more than just hope for a better treat-

ment of sad and lonely people forgotten by socie^; he teaches
Isabel and the audience that such people can and should be taken
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care of by others.
peoplej

He is interested in curing the soul of unhappy

•’Lo que estâmes ensayando aqu;if es una bénéficia pKblioa

I^ra el alma.

De los males del ouerpo ya hay machos que se ooupan,"

(i^boles, p, 596)
In his characterization of Soffa in Irene o el tesoro Buero
shows that well intentioned service to others, though it may be an
admirable quality in a character, does not always prove sufficient to
alleviate suffering, particularly mental anguish,

Sof^a, whose

service to the family of Dimas as a cook may help satisfy Irene's
physical need for food, does not succeed in consoling Irene, though
she tries:

Dios te ayudar/:

tii lo ver/s, él consuela siempre.

Ta ves, a mf me ha dado los pueheros y no neeesito m/s,"
210)

(Irene, p,

Irene remains despondent, but, with the coming of Juanito

the "duende,” Sofia's words of consolation do prove to be prophetic,
••La voz** idiioh directs Juanito may be the voice of God,
For those idio suffer and do not find relief through the love
of others, by regaining their self-respect, or by serving others,
there is another admirable trait, patient and even hopeful resignation
to one's problems, which helps some of them.

Resignation differs from

despair in that it admits hardship but retains hope; #iile despair
may either fail to admit responsibility for hardship or deny that
it exists, but does not recognize the possibility or hope of relief.
In la dama del alba Telva haiâ adapted to the loss of her sons and
husband much better than has the mother of the family to the loss of
her daughter Angelica,

Telva's resignation contrasts markedly with
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the mother's despair as she reveals her method of honoring the
memory of the seven sons and husband who died in a mining accident!
*

/

“/Los llore de pie, trabajandoI

/

/

Despues, oomo ya no podia tener

otro8, planté en mi huerto siete arboles, altos y hermosos corao
siete varoneso

Por el verano cuando me siento a coser a la sombra,

me pareee que no estoy tan sola,"

(Dama, pp, 364-365)

The mother

fails to find consolation for her loss because she refuses to
become resigned to Angelica's death.

For Telva, then, resigna

tion brings consolation; idiile for Juan in Buero®s Las cartas boca
aba.io it brings the realization that, while he has failed, his son
need not do the same.

After Juan admits that he has failed in his

work and in his marriage, his resignation to idiis plight enables
him to think of Juanito's needs instead of just his own.
The interplay of the various flaws and admirable qualities
in the protagonists' personalities reveals each dramatist's ideas
about man.

It is important to note that both Casona and Buero have,

in most instances, created characters who may react both positively
to benevolent influences and in Unfortunate ways to adverse
influences,

WbUe there are, as pointed out in the present study,

characters tdio cannot change, there are more tdio can.

If some of

Buero®8 protagonists, such as Fernando and Urbano, have succumbed to
oppressive or saddening conditions in their environment, there are
others tsto© have been able to take advantage of helpful changes or
persons coming in contact with them.

Even the greedy Damaso in

Ifedrugada learns from Amalia's example of love.

Thus Rodr:^guez-
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Castellano can correctly assert that "Baero’s vision of life is,
rather than dark and narrow, desperately honest, with deep resources
of love and faith.

In his plays one finds not only tormented souls

but also people uho can laugh, weep, and even r e p e n t , I n Casona's
theater the would-be suicides in Prohibido suieidarse en urimavera
recover from the adverse influences which have driven them to seek
death as a means of escape; they respond positively to the beauty
of life in nature surrounding them in the asylum,
Casona and Buero agree that man possesses some capability to
control, to either improve or worsen, his life situation.

Yet, there

Is evident a difference between them with regard to the nature and
amount of this control,

Casona's characters exhibit more control

than do Buero®s over their physical environment.

Though characters

in both dramatists' plays have been unhappy in their surroundings,
Casona's escape physically from the places in which they have
encountered problems.

In la tercera palabra îferga leaves the lonely

environment of a university and the city.
in place of reality in ^

Characters seeking illusion

sirena varada isolate themselves in a house

with a door over which there is to hang a sign reading, “Nadie entre
que sepa geometrfa,"

(Sirena, p, 120)

These and other characters

of Casona eseapje, but Buero leaves only the hop» that some of his
protagonists, such as Juanito in las cartas boca abajo and Fernando
hijo and Carmina hija in Historia de una escalera. may get away from
the depxressing homes from which they come.
Irene ©_ el tesoro and Ignacio in

^

Only death frees Irene in

ardiente oscuridad.
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Slnoe Biero’s characters remain in the environment which has
produced many of their problems, they are forced to exhibit more
control over their mental attitudes and ideas than are Casona's
characters vho, by physically escaping, can more e@sHy ignore the
unhappy environment which once caused them to suffer#

Juanito's

father, Juan, changes nothing bat his mind and his self-image ;
Ignacio has no choice but to control his thinking while living

with his physical handicap, blindness*

Rodrfguez-Castellano

describes Buero's characters as "ordinary people striving to ful
fill their innate destinies in idiatever terms, consistent with
human dignity, (&r0 open to them,"^®

They must seek these terms

within the environment ïdiich has given rise to their problems and,

when they succeed, they have shown themselves superior in the control
of their emotions to some of Casona's protagonists*

To be sure,

Casona's characters must eventually return to the reality they have
escaped; they must acquire new mental insights concerning their
problems*

However, as Ruth Gillispie has implied, they are afforded

by their escape an opportunity to refresh themselves before returnIng to grapple with the problems which reality imposes*

21

Buero®s

eharacters must perform the more difficult task of mentally coping
with their problems unaided ly such reinvigorating escape*

An important achievement of which some characters in both
theaters prove capable is the realization that they are important
as Individuals,

The editors of an edition of la barca sin pescador

assert that Casona's characters return from the realm of fancy to
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the realities of this world tdien they realize their own ethical signifi
cance,^^

Ricardo Jord/n in this play learns that to Estela he is worth-

•sdaile just as an individual person and not because he is wealthy.

This

knowledge frees him from the illusion he has held that the procurement
of wealth is, in itself, a worthidiile endeavor,

Amalia in Ifedrugada.

one of Buero's steongest eharacters in terms of willpower, strives to
find her importance as an individual.

She wants to know that her

late husband Ifeuriei© loved rather than pitied her,
Amalia and Ricardo Jord/n aspire towards the same goal and, though
they arrive at it in different ways— he by traveling and ^ e by working
out her problems where they began— they prove that both dramatists*
characters do share some common goals,

Martha T, Halsey describes

another common goal when she writes that some of Buero*s characters
are "dreamers -sdio strive to transcend the limits of the human condition,"^^
This is true of Ignacio in En la ardiente oscuridad. for he tries to
transcend both his physical blindness and the introspective blindness
of his fellow students.

One of Casona* s characters, Mauricio in Los

Oboles mueren de pie, attempts, by the use of illusion, to transcend
the misery of the human condition as he finds it present in some unhappy
people o
Because the characters in both theaters aspire towards some common
goals, it seems probable that they may encounter some of the same
problems.

M s s Halsey has also mentioned that there are protagonists

in Buero*s theater who struggle against tiie obstacles imposed by self
or by society.

This is equally true of characters in Casona's
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theater»

It is therefore appropriate that these obstacles or problems

should be examined in more detail.

An understanding of the nature and

sources of the protagonists* problems, and of the ways in idiich they
manage or fail to solve the problems, will provide additional insights
concerning the image each dramatist has of man as he faces the human
dilemma, the dilemma of satisfying his physical and spiritual needs
without harming others, in an environment which sometimes impedes
his most noble efforts#
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Chapter 3
EROBIEÎB CONFRONTING THE CHARACTERS
Both as a cause and as a result of the personality flaws and
shortcomings of the characters, the problems confronting the char

acters provide important information about the dramatists' attitudes
towards man.

By answering the question, "What problems does man

faoe?", one may determine in ^diat ways the dramatists feel that man
concerns himself with his environment and personal well-being.

The

methods of dealing with problems and the successes or failures which
result will indicate to ■sAiat extent Casona and Buero believe that
nan can effectively act on his own behalf,
William H, Shoemaker writes that "throughout Casona's work
runs a preoccupation with spiritual crises, often created by social

problems, and revealing keen psychological understanding, tender
human sympathy, and profound moral concern,"^ This quotation reflects
the dual nature of proKLems, similar to the dual nature of personality

flaws discussed in the previous chapter of the current study 8 there
are both problems of a personal, spiritual nature and problems in
society which may contribute to the personal difficulties.

The

spiritual problems are of great importance in Casona's theater, for
this dramatist does not illustrate as directly as Buero the problems
of society.

For the most part, Casona's characters deal with their

personal problems while set apart from the poverty and other problems
of society in idiieh Baero's characters are found.

The inmates of the

asylum for would-be suicides in Prohibido suieidarse en nrimavera
40
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concern themselves with how to commit suicide more than with ■vdiatever
has made them arrive at such a desperate frame of mind.
In Historia de una escalera Fernando and Urbano are ultimately
confronted with fu»oblems idiich plague all of mankind, the relentless
passage of time, disillusionment, and their own failures.

2

However,

their first concern is with how they may advance themselves within
the structure of the society in which they live,

Urbano has chosen

to advance himself by his membership in a workers' syndicate,
Fernando disagrees with this method, preferring to work alone, and
♦ I
/
says: *^Que tengo yo que ver con los demas? Nadie hace nada por
nadie,"

(Historia. p, 106)

These two men's preoccupation with how

to advance within their society and Fernando's cynical assessment
of the amount of help one can expect from others illustrate Buero's
interest in problems which characterize the society of man,

Francis

Donahue considers Buero a leader in the "Theater of Commitment,"
whose plays try to cope with the problems which confront man in
society, the "problems of the day,"^ Another writer on the Spanish
theater says that Spanish audiences "welcome the kind of theater that
reflects the problems, the anxieties, and the realities of their own
existence . , , « Buero is today the champion of the so called
'theater of social engagement,'

His characters struggle with their

personal problems idiere those problems began, in their everyday
environment,
Casona and Buero characterize in different ways the problems
which confront the common man.

The portrayal of personal problems
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in Casona's iü.ays is rarely comiü.icated by the concurrent presence of
problems such as social immobility, which come from the protagonists'
environment, for these characters have escaped from their ordinary
surroundings.

The personal difficulties are relatively uncomplicated

and are characterized by particular individuals.

The two Roldan's,

father and son, ■fiho represent greed, are clearly opposed to the well
being and happiness of Pablo and Iferga in Ia tercera palabraà Yet
the direct results of greedthe physical deprivation of someone else,
do not appear in the playà

Similarly^ in la dama del alba one finds

that Death, a problem "Khich all men must face, is characterized by
a woman ïdio is compassionate.

The only real death of a character in

the play, Angelica's, brings joy rather than the sorrow which usually
accomjanies it.

Greed in Buero®s Irene o el tesoro takes form in the

person of Dimas, and also in the conditions which are encountered in
his home.
In some of Buero's plays, the problems are not clearly brought
into focus,

Donahaue states that in Historia de una escalera the

characters struggle against something undefined and undetermined,^
Por Fernando and Urbano the problems confronting them turn out to be
a combination of the unchanging conditions of society^ symbolized by
the nearly unchanged appearance of the stairway over a thirty year
period, and the personal shortcomings of the protagonists, their
inability to accept responsibility and act positively on their own
behalf.

However^ the nature of their difficulties does not become

apparent to Fernando and Urbano, idio persist in finding excuses for
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their failure and do not recognize tJielr own weaknesses*

The dual

nature of problems with botdi personal and social factors involved
makes the characterization of these problems in Buero*s plays complex
and the proper identification of them more difficult for both the
protagonists and the audience.
Another difference between Casona and Buero has to do with the
influence the Spanish Civil ¥ar may have had as a source of the
problems characterized in their plays,

Rpoblems generated

war appear quite clearly in some of Buero's plays.

the

In El tragaluz

the death of Elvira, i^ich occurred before the play opens to follow the
actions of her famiiy, resulted in part from the conditions of star
vation ■ïdiich existed during the war in Spain,

Also, in Aventura

en lo gris, a play not analyzed in the present study, the hardships
of war are much in evidence.

The subject of war scarcely appears

in any of the seven plays by Casona idxich are analyzed in this stuc^.
In another of his works, Siete gritos en el mar, war serves only as a
means by which the lives of a group of ship passengers may be pLaeed in peril, so that they might reveal themselves under the fear of
sure death.

Possibly the fact that Buero suffered a more prolonged

exposure to the horrors of the Civil % r than did Casona accounts
for the different emphasis each has given to war as a cause of
problems.
Obviously, then, the two dramatists have not portrayed in the
same way or with the same amount of emphasis the problems confronting
their characters.

Yet there are also similarities between them and
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these similarities provide a common ground on which it is possible
to determine ■sdiat both dramatists consider to be the relationship
between man and his problems.

This relationship, which is essentially

the balance or lack of balance existing between the magnitude of the
problems and the capabilities of man to cope with them, helps
determine the amount of optimism or pessimism to be found in each
dramatists treatment of man and the problems he faces.
Both dramatists are concerned with the problems of the common
man today, the man idio^ tdaen the play is over, appears to possess no
extraordinary gifts or excessively damaging faults,

Ruth Richardson

states that Buero*s works "tratan de los problemas que afrontan los
humildes y los pobres y que terminan en tragedia,"^

Even in Casona®s

theater, where it appears that there are many unusual characters,
Rodr^guez-Castellano observes that the playwright deals with human
problems and that, no matter how arbitrary the world of his plays
may be, the protagonists invariably act like human beings,"^

like the

characters in Buero*s Historia de una escalera. some of Casona®s
protagonists also suffer from üie universal problems of the passage
of time, disillusionment, and failure,
An important series of similarities may be found in the specific
problems the protagonists in both Casona®s and Buero®s plays face and
in the solutions to the problems.

Though the external causes of the

problems may be given different emphasis and the source of them may
vary, the appearance and association of the problems with the
individual characters reveal that in both theaters man encounters
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maqy of the same difficultieso

The similarities occur because the

roots of the problems generally lie in the commonly shared traits

"which the characters in both thea-ters possess.

In Chapter 2 of "the

present study it has been noted "that these characters seek, "through
in different "ways, to escape their problems.

Casona* s ^

Thus, "vdien Ricardo in

siTena -yarada and Carlos in Buerc* s En ^

ardiente

©seuridad both refuse to face up to reality, they cause others
associated with them to do "the same.

There results in both plays

problems associated with evasion of responsibility, such as the
problem of returning Ricardo, Carlos, and "their followers to reality.
The solution to the escapism in both plays is for another indi-yidual,
don FlorAi for Ricardo and Ignacio for Carlosj to initiate the return
to the real world,

the end of "the play Carlos has learned to face

reality but the other blind students ha-ye not; Ricardo has also
learned this though one of his companions, Daniel, still persists in
blindfolding his eyes.
Characters in the plays of bo"th dramatists face "the problem of
trying to live in a dehumanized society, a society which lacks concern
for the individual person.

Shoemaker calls

sirena varada an attack

on the dehumanization of life, which he asserts was a characteristic
theme in Western World literature between "the First and Second World
O
Wars,
In this play Ricardo has suffered an unhappy childhood in

which he was brought up according to strict religious rules, but
without the love which Christianity espouses.

His parents were

apparently indifferent to his personal feelings, just as society
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was te Sirena's dilemma and to don Joaqudji's poverty.

So these

three protagonists all have sought escape from the dehumanized
treatment they have received.

In another of Casona's plays, Ruestra

Hatacha, the inmates of the reformatory which Natacha comes to direct
have been subjected to a strict regime of discipline tdiich has
ignored their individual needs,

Lalo, reacting against a society

whore this kind of problem is allowed to exist, shelters himself
from society by remaining a perpetual student.

The would-be suicides

in Prohibido suicidarse en nrimavera have suffered loneliness,
unhappiness, and poverty, all of idiich may be indicators of an
uncaring society.
The main problem in Historia de una escalera. according to Garcia
Pavdni is a lack of sufficient ways for each person to realize his own
g
personality, economically and morally,^ Jean Paul Borel reports that
a major problem in this same play is to be true to oneself and to
choose in love as the heart dictates, which the parents of Fernando
hi jo and Carmina hija have not done,^^

Both of these problems point

towards the fact that society in this play is dehumanized; it does
not contain an atmiosi^ere that will allow the weakwilled individual
to behave independent of its influence.

Hence, Fernando and Elvira

marry because Fernando wants her father's money and Urbano and Carmina
marry because there is no one else left for them to choose,

El

tragaluz contains a character, Vicente, iho represents the dehumanizing
attitude prevalent in his society.
society:

“Ms répugna nuestro mundo,

His brother Iferio describes this
Todos piensan que en el no cabe
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sino eomerte a los demas © s©r coraido,

Y encima, todos te dicens

'/Devora antes que todos te devoreni' '* (Tragaluz.

p. I96) Jose^

Mdnleon writes that in this play one finds the "vieja pregunta
unamuniana, la renovaci^n de la problematica del individu© . « ,
Unamuno expressed in both prose and poetry his concern with the
individual person, idiose identity he felt was lost in the mass of
12
humanity0
The solution to the problem of dehumanization is, in both
dramatists' plays, for the characters to realize their own ethical
significance, even within a society which seems to deny that the
individual can be significant.

Thus in Casona's plays Ricardo, Lalo

and the would-be suicides find that they are important persons, just
as Ricardo Jord/n does in Ia barca sin peseador. Often they make this
discovery when someone else demonstrates friendship or love towards
them.

After trying to create a world in which they can feel important,

as Ricardo does in la sirena varada. Casona's characters learn to
accept the idea that if even one person is concerned about them, they
are worthidiile individuals.

The solution Buero offers in Historia

d© una escalera is, as are many of the endings to his plays, less
concrete than the solutions Casona has provided.

One cannot be sure

that Fernando and Urbano and their wives have learned from their son
and daughter that people can and do still care about each other and
are willing to work for the other's good, but it does appear likely
that Fernando hijo and Carmina hija have discovered in each other their
own ethical significance.

In gL tragaluz Vicente learns too late that
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that the individual life, especially that of his sister Elvira^ does
count#

However, there is hope that Encarna will find new meaning in

her life through the love of Mario and the birüî of the child she
bears#
The dehumanization of society tends to isolate the individual in
the sense that, since his particular importance is not recognized, he
finds himself alone#

Another problem which isolates some of Casona*s

and Buero*s characters is a lack of meaningful communication between
those individuals who are, ostensibly, concerned about each other#
Juan and Adela in Las cartas boca aba.jo are excellent examples of this
problem in Buero*s theater#

The very title of the play, indicating

that their "cards’* are "face down", suggests that people in it are not
being honest with or revealing themselves to each other#

Juan pleads

with Adela to speak openly with him when he asks her to "poner las
cartas boca arriba, confiar el uno en el otro" (Cartas# p# 56), but
she refuses to do so#

In Hoy es fiesta one finds a lack of communi

cation between dona Balbina and her daughter Daniela,
For some time after Balboa threw their ungrateful grandson out

of the house, Eugenia refused to communicate with him#

Thus in Casona* s

Los arboles mueren de pie a whole series of problems and deceptions
arise out of this single difficulty which Balboa has been unable to
cope with, except by using deceit#

When he fabricates a new and

redeemed life for the grandson, Balboa restores conversation between
himself and Eugenia, but he has supplanted no communication with com
munication which is based upon a lie and such false intercourse still
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lacks meaning.

Two sisters, Estela and Frida, have ceased to speak

openly with each other in La barca sin peseador. Frida complains to
Estela about the latter*s recent coldness towards her:
te tencuentro tan distinta, tan lejos,,,

"Cuando vengo

Trato de hablarte y ni

••siquiera me oyesj como si estuvieras en otra eosa,”

(Barca, p. 465)

hiding her thoughts concerning the possible guilt of Frida* s
husband Cristian for the death of her husband Peter, Estela makes
the truth concerning her suspicions all the more difficult for Frida
to live with when this truth is revealed.
The obvious solution to this problem is the reopening of meaning
ful communication between the estranged parties,

Juan never succeeds

in getting Adela to fully recognize her own part in the failure of their
marriage ; however, she does at least speak her mind openly towards the
end of the play.

She tells Juan just how little she thinks of him and,

despite the fact that this is not a very encouraging way to renew com

munications, it is a beginning.

Soon after she speaks her mind, Juan

is able to get Adela to agree that their son Juanito is better off

leaving home,

Daniela in Hoy es fiesta learns from Silverio -üiat,

even though her mother is very unhappy about it, by telling the truth

she has saved doSh Balbina rather than ruined her.
solutions prove more decisive,
understanding of each other,

Again, Casona*s

Balboa and Eugenia come to a full
Estela, when she at last admits her

suspicions and then pardons Cristian, does away with the bitterness
which she could not previously conceal in her association with Frida,
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Until she spoke her mind openly and pardoned Cristian, Estela
had felt a certain amount of guilt for keeping such a terrible secret
to herself»

The problem of guilt confronts several other characters

in the plays of Casona and Buero,
act.

Guilt may result from a specific

Certainly Ricardo Jord/n in la barca sin peseador is driven by

the guilt he feels for the death of Peter Anderson to seek to ease
his conscience by helping Peter’s family.

The father of "the other

Alicia" in Prohibido suicidarse en primavera killed his daughter, a
hopeless paralytic since infancy, -vdien he discovered that he was
soon to die of an incurable illness.

He would not leave his daughter

to the care of society, but, idien it appears that he will not die,
he feels guilt for having needlessly put to death his daughter.
Guilt may also be generalized, for Garc:ia Pav<^ points out that
Ricardo Jordsin, idio has indirectly been i»esponsible for the death
of some of the people he has economically exploited, "se siente,
por eonducto de la imaginaei(A, solidario con todos los hombres
que puedan eaer por el egofsmo de unos pocos,"^^ Having been one
of the few to idiom Garcia Pavdn refers, Ricardo comes to feel guilt
for the hardship of all those whom he has exploited, as well as for
Peter Anderson in particular.
Specific and generalized guilt also occur among Buero*s charac
ters,

Vicente in &

tragaluz is guilty of having caused Elvira's

death and, though he will not admit to this guilt, tries to compen
sate for his misdeed by providing for the material well-being of his
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parents and brother,

Silverio feels guilt in Hoy es fiesta for the

death of Pilar's daughter,

A more generalized type of guilt Sergio

Nerve describes in a review of Las cartas boca aba.jo. He writes that
in Buero*s portrayal of moral problems one finds "la luoha del hombre,
en eonflicto con su conciencia,"

The guilt which arises from moral

problems may not always be attributed to a specific act.

In this

drama reviewed tgr Nerva, Juan's guilt results from the knowledge that
he has failed to do things which might have advanced him and helped
his family.

The struggle over failure Wiich Juan has with his con

science causes him to realize his guilt and to determine that he will
help Juanito avoid making the same mistakes he has made,

When Wmaso

in Badmgada comes to recognize that he and the other relatives of
Ifeuricio are guilty of greed he asks Amalia not to judge them too
harshly,

Juan Guerrero Zamora sees in this play a struggle between

avidity and the spiritual aspect of love,^^

It is the avidity which

causes in Daraaso the sense of guilt,
taking some positive action to correct their errors many
characters shed their guilt,

D^maso goes only as far as to admit

that he and the other relatives are culpable, but Juan, as mentioned,
takes steps to help the most obvious victim of his own failures, his
son,

Ricardo Jordan travels to Peter Anderson's village, intent at

first upon easing his conscience by giving money to the family of this
nan he believes to have killed.

However, the money is never offered,

for Ricardo learns that his sincere concern just as a presumed friend
of Peter is vhat really counts.

Not money but service frees Ricardo
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fr©m his gttilt»

The father of "the other Alicia" in Rrohibido

saieidarse en nrlmavera informally adopts the Alicia ■sho is also in

the asylum for potential suicides, thus helping a girl very much like
the daughter he mistakenly put to death,

A H these characters regain

self-respect as they reform themselves and shed their guilt,
Salnz de Robles identifies the theme in Casona's Ja teroera
palabra as the collision between natural education and social education,
and the manner ef integrating the two.

16

This drama exemplifies another

problem found in the dramatists' works, the difficulty in arriving at
a reasonable balance between the liberating effects of nature and the
restricting influences of society,

Pablo and Iferga begin at opposite

ends of the spectrum in this conflict— he at the end of nature, which
knows no rules but those derived without the arbitrary process of
reason which produces the laws of society; she at the end of society.
The natural beauty and freedom of the country surrounding the asylum
in Prohibido suicidarse en primavera also conflicts with the society
ïdiich has chased the would-be suicides to the asylum and, by offering
the alternative of life as it can be in nature, counteracts the selfdestructive impulses engendered by life as it sometimes exists in
society,
Nature in Buero's theater is associated with the free will to
follow one's natural inclinations.

Opposed to these inclinations

are the rules and the accepted values of society,

Martha T, Halsey

has noted that social iamobility has interfered with Fernando*s and
17
Urban©'s natural desire to succeed in Historia de una escalera.
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Unimpeded by the rigidity and the restrictiveness of the society surrounding them, these two men might have been able to carry out the plans

#iich they voiced early in the play.
^ ^

lâ. ardiente oseuridad.

The influence of society is subtle

Society has formed certain notions about

the role of blind people in it and, in reaction against the notion that
they are unhapfy misfits,

the blind students deny their own natural

desire to see in order to pretend that they are normal anyway.

Thus,

Carlos argues with Ignacio about the proper concept of those -sdio are
blind:
Carlos, </Quieres decir con lo que nos has dicho que los
invidentes formamos un mundo aparte de los videntes?
Ignacio, ^Pues,,, si. Un mundo aparte,,, y ra/s desgraeiado,
Carlos, /Pues no es ciertol Nuestro mundo y ^1 de ellos es
el raismo,
Acaso no estudiamos como ellos? c/Es que no somos
socialufônte Stiles como ellos? , , , </No amamos, no nos casamos?
Ignacio, (Suave,) </No vemos? , , , Confias demasiado.
Tu seguridad es ilusoria,,, (Oscuridad, pp, 129-30)
Those characters who have chosen wisely between the conflicting

interests of society and nature have sought a balance between the two,
Iferga determines to raise the bahy she carries as ”un horabre con la
dimension exacta de un hombre , , , un hombre complete,"
p, 812)

(Palabra,

Ignacio does not fully accept either the stereotyped image of

blindness 'eâiich society has imposed upon him or the false optimism of
Carlos,

He really holds out hope that he might see, a hope which society

discredits and for idiich Carlos claims to have no need,

Fernando and

Urbano prove to be too weak to overcome the restrictions of society.
However, the hope for freedom is yet alive in their children.
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The problems just discussed and others not illustrated in the
present study indicate that man is vulnerable to a variety of problems.
Though these problems tend to limit his freedom or make him unhappy,
most of them are, in the last analysis, controllable by man.

Vhen

they are first introduced, the characters of Casona have sought to
escape their problems ; those of Buero have been unable to either cope
■Kith -kheir problems or to flee from ■them.

Nei^ther dramatist's protag

onists succeed in changing to any great extent the society idiich has
been partially responsible for their troubles, though Casona*s do
sometimes appear to have gotten a^ay from ■that society for a %hile.
Yet, because some characters still maintain or finally regain control
of their emotional reactions to the problems, Casona and Buero say
that man can exert control over ■them, What becomes important in
exerting this control is not ■the ability to affect changes over the
external influences of society, but rather the ability to react
responsibly and intelligently to the challenges ■which society and
personal shortcomings present in the form of problems.
Sacrifice and duty are necessary, key aspects of Casona's
ihilosophy.

18

Hence self-sacrifice, including the sacrifice of

cherished illusions, and performance of one's duties figure prominent
ly in the solution to most problems in Casona's theater.

When the

protagonists become willing and able to see the world in a broader
perspective than that provided by their own narrow and self-seeking
concerns, they surmount the very problems ■vdiich have led them to
concentrate only on themselves.

This may also be said of the way in
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TÉiioh Buero's characters solve their problems, but, as noted in this
chapter, solutions to problems in his theater, particularly in plays
such as Irene o, el tesoro. are not as concrete as those in Casona's
plays,

Buero has defended this characteristic of his theaters

"Una

comedia no es un tratado, ni siquiera un ensayo; su misidn es reflejar
la vida, y la vida suele ser m/s fuerte que las ideas,"
The relative imgnitude of man's problems and his ability to cope
with them provide a balanced picture of man's life in the two dramatists'
theaters,

Ifost of the important problems are successfully met and solved

by the protagonists, though there are some notable failures on the part
of such people as the blind students ia En la ardiente oscuridad and
Daniel in la sirena varada. Alfredo Iferquerie has ■written that for
Buero life is a mixture of vital expressions:

"voces, gritos, risas,

soUozos, peoados, delitos, castigos y arrepentimientos, conciencias
limpias, de suenos tranquilos, o sucias y atormentadas por el
remordimient©,"^®

Of the two dramatists, perhaps Casona tips the

balance of good and bad in life more in favor of the good.

However,

his theater has been praised by various critics for its realism and
one may correctly conclude that, in general, his portrayal of pro
blems substantiates this praise,
Numerous references to the characters' desire to escape have been
made in the present study.

This desire has manifested itself as a

personality flaw, particularly among protagonists tdio lack the inner
strength or the help to directly confront their problems.
becomes an attempt to solve problems

avoiding them.

Thus escape

The particular
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ways in 'sdiich each dramatist views man's attempt to avoid reality,
and the effect vdiich such an attempt has upon those who find it to be
necessary, merit further study because in both dramatists' theaters
escapism by •Üie characters is a recurring theme.
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Chapter 4
DREAMING AND SELF-DECEPTION AMONG THE CHARACTERS
The conflict between reality and illusion has served as a theme
or plot basis for many Spanish authors and dramatists,

Miguel de

Cervantes' immortal Don Quixote and Calder/n de la Barca's la vida
es suefib offer but two examples of this theme in Spanish literature,
Alejandro Casona and Antonio Buero Vallejo have carried on this
literary tradition in many of their dramas,

Kessel Schwarz, in his

interesting article on reality in the works of Casona, notes that
"a theme of conflict between reality and idealism or the interplay of
the material and the visionary has been characteristic of many Spanish
authors , , , , Alejandro Casona continues this tradition in his
acceptance of the theme,
Previous references to reality and illusion in the present study
have provided tentative definitions of these two terms.

Only by read

ing the dramatists' plays may one arrive at a full understanding of
Wiat definitions for the terms have been accepted and used by Casona
and Buero,

In general, reality refers to that vAiich is tangible or

measurable or that tdiich is based upon or derived from concrete
evidence,

A fuller description of thei two levels of reality appears

below in this chapter.

Dreaming, in the context encountered in this

study, means daydreamii^, envisioning or imagining things, often
desirable, lAich are not yet accomplished facts.

When that idiich is

dreamed of becomes, to the dreamer, an accepted fact then there results
self-deception.

For example, Irene may dream of having a small child
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to care for in Irene ©_ el tesoro. but when she accepts as real the
existence of her imaginary "duende" Juanito she practices a form of
self-deception.
There is specific evidence which, in addition to a reading of
the two dramatists* plays, proves that the theme of reality in conflict
with illusion appears in the theaters of both Casona and Buero#
Richard Chandler and Kessel Schwarz report that a favorite theme of
Casona*s is that of "men and women who escape from the real world
which has hurt and disillusioned them, but learn finally that real
2
happiness comes from facing reality . , «
A problem basic to
all of Buero*s theater,* according to Martha T. Halsey, is escapism
versus realism or illusion versus truth.

She reports that Buero*s

answer to these choices is illustrated in Ignacio*s reply to Carlos
En la ardiente oscuridad: "No tennis derecho de vivir, porque os
empefiais en no sufrir; porque os neg^is a enfrentaros con vuestra
tragedia . # # procurando olvidar # « , #"^ (Oscuridad. p, 121)
J,E, lyon states that Buero sees as the main obstacle to true
happiness the unwillingness of man to confront the reality of his
situation, and cites as an example this same play.
Two levels of reality may be found in Casona*s and Buero*s plays:
the physical level of concrete, tangible evidence and dealing with that
which can be observed and empirically proven; and the level of the mind,
consisting of intangible thoughts, ideas, and images which have a
factual basis.

Thus the imaginary level of reality differs from

illusion in that the former is based upon an acceptable truth; whereas
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the latter may be created solely in the mind of a character and
devoid of any association with the truth.

The two endings of

Irene £ el tesoro offer an excellent example of the two levels,
On the physical level, the other characters in the play observe
that Irene has either jumped or fallen from her window and been
killed by her fall to the pavement below.

However, the audience

sees Irene as she and Juanito glide away on a pathway of light
extending from her window.

This seemingly fantastic ending is

plausible if one accepts the idea that **La Voz" which speaks with
Juanito is, in fact, representative of God,
Both dramatists question the idea that there is only one
reality, the physical one,
the ending of En

Isabel ÏÉigafîâ Schevill states that at

ardiente oscuridad. Carlos inherits the pre

occupation of Ignacio, the man he killed, and is left with the
disquieting questions

'yEs preferible la tranquilidad ficticia al

anhel® de lo irrealizable

^ Significantly, Buero himself has, on at

least two separate occasions, made specific reference to the existence
of two levels of reality.

In his "autocritica", which accompanies

Irene o_ el tesoro in the 195^1955 edition of Teatro espanol, Buero
says of this plays
Una comedia, en suma, ”perspectivista**, equ^voca, donde se
insinda que la realidad puede, acaso, poseer m s de un piano, .y
que la fantasda puede esconder tambiefn una tremenda realidad,°
In an April, 1958, letter to Isabel Magana Schevill, Buero statess
A trav/s de sus obras, el autor de teatro intenta, implAita
or explieitamente, una visidn total del mundo. Esta es complejas
rara vez puede atenerse al simple reflejo de la realidad apareneial ,
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Baero therefore concludes that a dramatist does not present a balanced
and realistic portrayal of life if he chooses to ignore entirely the
existence of a reality based upon imagination.

He implies through

words spoken by **La Voz" in Irene £ el tesoro that those men who, in their
wisdom, have refused to recognize the existence of this reality are not
fully aware of all that reality encompasses:
Para la loca sabiduria de los hombres, t<!i /speaking to Juanit^
y yo somos un engalffo, Pero el mundo tiene dos oaras.,, Y desde la
nuestra, que engloba la otra, / 4sta. es la realidad I /Esta es la
verdadera realidadI (Irene, p, 260)
Casona has also made direct reference to the two levels of reality.
He asks about the desirability of destroying the illusions created for the
grandmother in Los Oboles mueren de pie:
Entonces, d,todo aquello que pareciia tan hermoso y tan fdcil
no puede resistir m/s que un instante, como un suenb? ^*Es posible
organizar t/cnicamente un mundo de "felicidad dirigida", o cada
cual ha de conquistar su pequenk parcela feliz con el mismo sudor
y el mismo trabajo con que se gana el pan?®
In la dama del alba the illusions of the mother regarding the goodness
and purity of Angelica are reinforced rather than destroyed, for this
prodigal daughter’s body appears in the water near the bridge, mirac
ulously preserved four years after she was presumed to have drowned
there.

It would seem that Casona favored maintaining those illusions

which are derived from the spiritual level of reality and which have
proven beneficial rather than harmful.

The spiritual reality about

Angelica, which is based upon the truth if her behavior prior to
becoming involved with an illicit lover is taken into account, survives
because of the consolation it provides for the grief-stricken mother.
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However9 those characters vdio prefer fantasy for its own sake, such as
Ricardo in la sirena varada, or vho must use self-deception to shield
them from an undesirable truth, such as Daniel in this same play, are
made to face reality,
Casona*s reality, then, centers not on the concrete and patent
alone, but also on the reality of dreams, fantasy, and imagination.
His realism, states Elxas G<imez, "caracteriza al hombre y , , « va
m^s alla de la muerte,”^ The reality of Ang^ica's true nature, as
the mother sees it, receives its final support from the complicity
of Death, "la dama", in la dama del alba. This fantastic character
convinces Ang^ica to maintain her mother's concept of her by committing
suicide in the deep water idiere she was supposed to have drowned
before.

Like Buero, Casona insists that a realistic portrayal of

man and his life should take into account and make evident that
human experience, especially that of the mind, transcends the
physical limitations of the body or its environment; that things
imagined or hoped for may exist as well as tangible realities,

Sainz

de Robles writes that Casona rejects only a reality without room for
the ideal or for that of vtoich man dreams,

Casona, he asserts, is

one of the few men ïdio has succeeded in creating harmoniously the
two realities of mans

the physical reality and the spiritual reality.

10

Rather than attempting to avoid dealing with the real conditions
of human life, Casona's and Buero's insistence upon the existence of
a dual reality reveals human experience in a broader perspective than
that available to the narrow-minded vAio reject as fanciful all that which
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is not proveable.

The characters' overt reactions to any of these

conditions, blindness for example, may be quite different from their
internal reaction.

Blindness causes Ignacio in En 3^ ardiente

oscuridad to appear and act as a blind man, complete with walking
stick.

However, his internal, mental reaction— constituting the

spiritual reality of his condition— sustains the hope and optimism
%hlch his external appearance would seem to deny.

It appears in

Los /rboles mueren de pie that the illusions which Mauricio and
Isabel have helped create for the grandmother have been maintained
in spite of the appearance of the real grandson, Mauricio "el otro".
This evidently true condition constitutes the physical reality, but,
on the level of the mind, one discovers that the grandmother is
fully aware of the deceit and preserves the illusion for the sake
of ffa-uricio and Isabel,

It has been said that for Buero "la realidad

idealizada , , , puede ser superior pero, para ser aut/ntica, debera
fundirse con la realidad concreta,"^

This statement may silso

describe Casona,
With regard to the characters, the problems they face, and the
way they face them, a series of similarities between the plays of
Casona and Buero have been discussed in the present study.

There

are also aspects of their concept and use of the reality-illusion
theme which show that these two dramatists, for all their apparent
differences in the theater, have much in common.

As in the case of

problems and how they are faced, discussed in Chapter 3 of this study,
the similarities in the use of this theme exist because Casona and
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Buero have much the same concept of man#
A type of self-deception occurs idien the characters decide that
they can somehow escape from rather than confront their problems. The
specific reasons lAich motivate or necessitate escape are essentially

the same for protagonists in both theaters, Three young women in
Casona* s plays— Isabel in Los /rboles mueren de pie, Alicia in
Prohibido suicidarse en primavera, and Adela in ^

dama del alba—

all point out that they have sought escape from life because they
could not endure the uiûiappiness lAich it afforded them:

^ Isabel, 1^0 Maurici^ Estaba desesperada.,,, \no podia
mas! Nunca tuve una casa, ni un hermano, ni siquiera amigo , ,
< . 0 Ayer, cuando perdi mi trabajo, me senti" de pronto tan
fracasada, tan inutil.., (^boles, p. 59^)
Alicia, (To Dr, Rod^ Fue un memento de desesperaeion,
Habia oido hablar de una Casa de Suicidas, y no podia mA,
El hambre,.,, la soledad,., . . , Nunca he conocido amigos,
ni hermanos, ni amor, ( Arohibido, pp, 225-226)
Adela, (To the grandfather and othersj Ms pesa el aire
en el pecho como plomo , , , Tendr^ que volver a caminar sola,
como hasta hoy: sin nadie a quien querer,,., sin nada que
esperar,., (Dam», pp. 387-388)
The problems of loneliness, poverty, and despair force these women

to desparate measures, even suicide, to avoid reality.

Obviously,

such problems also exist in Buero* s plays and have similar effects
upon the characters. Buero says of Irene:

“La cruel vida vulgar

es la que détermina, precisamente por serlo, el escape mental— y
1?

material— de Irene,”

There are some differences between Casona and Buero regarding
the motivations for escape and how they are portrayed.

It has
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already been noted In the present study that Casona's characters talk
about, but are not seen immersed in, the unhappy conditions idiich have
forced them to flee reality; uhile Buero's are pictured in the midst of
those conditions.

Also, only in Casona's theater does one find

characters such as Ricardo in la sirena varada or Lalo in Nuestra
Natacha idio have suffered no physical privations and yet seek escape.
However, a close examination of their primary reasons for escape will
reveal that they are motivated by essentially the same reasons as
those idio are poor.

Rich or poor, it is basically the influence of

mental problems— problems of feeling alone, useless, afraid, or unwantedidiich cause a character to turn to illusion and self-deception,

Ricardo

has suffered an unhappy childhood and Lalo fears taking on the respon
sibilities which life outside the academic environment will impose upon
him.
The methods or means by idiich the characters affect their escape
may vary from a simple refusal to accept reality, to the positive
creation of a new reality, and even to the contemplation of suicide

and to insanity.

The mother in la dama del alba refuses to adapt to

the death of Angelica or to accept the idea that life must go on
despite such personal tragedy.

Her method of escape from this reality

about life becomes a negative reaction to it.

The only thing she

creates is an atmosphere of perpetual mourning in the home.

Among

Buero's characters Vicente in El tragaluz demonstrates well the way in
idiich a person avoids reality by doing little else than refusing to
accept it.

He rationalizes about the death of Elvira by saying that
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many more just like her died during the Civil War and insists for a
long while that he could not have gotten off the train idiioh carried

him, with the family provisions, away from the rest of the family.
Contrasting with the mother's and Vicente's simple refusal to
accept reality are the actions of protagonists such as Ricardo in
La sirena varada. He constructs his own reality, based upon illusion
and the lack of logic,

Mauricio in los e^boles imeren de pie sets

about creatingillusions to cure other people of their unhappiness.
This type of escape is more common to Casona's theater than to Buero'sg
about the only

protagonistsof Buero

create their own world arethe

blind students in En 3^ ardiente oscuridad, and they do it more by
adopting a certain state of mind than by deliberately affecting noticeable changes in the environment,

R3« Lott notes only that these

students have "delusions of normalcy,
Suicide is another means of escape idiich appears in both theaters,
but more often in Casona's.

The same three women idio described their

unhappy lives— Isabel, Alicia, and Adela— contemplated suicide as the
ultimate escape from their problems.

However, with the exception of

Angelica in lA dama del alba, ;dio is persuaded by Death itself to take
such a course of action, none of Casona's characters actually suc
ceeds in taking his own life.

For the protagonists idio have not

succeeded "the redeeming image of love accompanies and defeats the
self-extermination i m p u l s e , N o character may be found in Buero's
plays lAo contemplates suicide.

Though iMne, in effect, kills her

self ïdien she steps out of her window to ascend the path of li^t
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visible to her and the audience, she does not do so with the specific
intent of committing suicide,

Irenep if not quite insane, is at least mentally disturbed by
the constant hostility of those around her and by the grief she bears
for the loss of an infant son.

Complete insanity seldom appears as

a means of escaping to irreality in either dramatist's theater «

Obviously mad are the father in Buero's El tragaluz and Sirena in
Casona's play about her,

Dimas in Irene lO lel tesoro iwinds iqp :Ln *wn

asylum, but, even though he is quite miserly, he appears to be more
the victim of scheming between his wife and his business partners
than a man completely insane.

Characters who are quite depressed,

such as those who contemplate suicide in Casona's theater, still
retain the capability to distinguish between reality and illusion in

all but their own particular cases.

They are blinded only to the

real alternatives available to them as methods of dealing with their
problems.

In addition to the characters' actions and words, both
dramatists have used other ways of demonstrating the presence of
irreality in the characters' lives,

Casona has favored the physical

appearance of supernatural 6haracters--who might otherwise exist only
in the mind and superstitions of his protagonists--to show that man
may have certain unreal experiences « Doris K, Arjona observes, how<=
ever, that even though Casona "sometimes pushes fantasy to the edge
of unreality in a character or situation, [it] is later seen to be
just within the realm of p o s s i b i l i t y , T h e devil in la barca sin
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pescador appears as a contemporary businessman to Ricardo Jordan, who
is himself a company executive.

Thus the devil exists here as he might

in the mind of a man like Ricardo and admits to him that the traditional
concept of the devil, in a cloud of smoke and a red cape, has become

outmoded8 ”Era el traje de la ^oea,

Ha habido que cambiar un poco la

tramoya y la guardarropfÜa, para ponerse a tono,"

(Barca, p, 445)

An

other human-like supernatural character in a play by Casona is, of
course, "la dama" in

dama del alba.

Irreality in Buero's theater has appeared as a supernatural character in visible form, the one example being Juanito the "duende" in

Irene o el tesoro. In this same play "La Voz" is an unseen protagonist who may at least be heard.

Besides these two obvious repre

sentatives of irreality, Jos^ Sanchez points out that some specific
elements of fantasy in Buero's plays are the blind and the dis
g u i s e d , A portion of Chapter 3 of the present study has indicated

that the blindness of the students in En ^
spiritual as well as physical.

ardiente oscuridad is

Hence their blindness may symbolize

the fantasy of those who, whether they see or not, are unable to
perceive reality.

In a play not discussed in this study, ]ln sonador

para un pueblo. Buero presents, in the men of Madrid who insist upon
iwearing hats and capes to mask their identity, a symbol of the back
wardness and superstition which the principal character, Esquilache,
tries to combat.

Such superstition may be associated with fantasy.

Self-deception and illusion occur, then, in a variety of forms
and are symbolized in different ways by the dramatists.

What effects
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do these phenomena, in all their diversity, have upon the characters?
The most immediate effect produced for the characters in either theater

is that self“deception and illusion shield them, at least temporarily,
from the harsh realities of their everyday lives.

As noted in this

chapter, it is precisely for such a purpose, to erect some kind of
barrier between themselves and their environment, that the characters
indulge, knowingly or unknowingly, in this type of escapism.
Under the right circumstances such escapism may be beneficial,
Irene's escape, which begins as a spiritual reality in her mind and
progresses to a type of self-deception bordering on insanity when the
"duende" becomes real to her, extracts her from an Intolerably unhappy
life and, even though it causes her death, may also have led her to
Heaven,

The circumstances surrounding her permit Irene no other

means of coping with the sadness.

Her one ally, aside from Sofia, is

Daniel, a boarder who is himself too weak-willed to be of much
assistance.

Regarding Casona's characters, Ruth Gillispie (as noted

in Chapter 2) has observed that their escape may provide them with a
refreshing and reinvigorating break from the every day concerns that
have troubled them.

17

Another beneficial effect of escapism by self-deception and
illusion accrues from the insight into their own nature which it
provides some of the characters,

Mauro in Las cartas boca abaio

comes to realize, after his deceit has been exposed, just what kind
of person he has beens

^2° Adela]

"Me miro por dentro y no encuentro

ni repugnancia siquiera, porque estoy vacio.

He sido para ti lo que
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para todoss

un espejo que te devolv^a tu refiejo,"

(Cartas« p, 72)

After encountering and eventually defeating the devil, Ricardo Jordan
in M

barca sin pescador learns how harmful and meaningless his

activities as a ruthless businessman have been.

He experiences in

fantasy with the devil the terrible effect his calloused behavior may

have had on those lAom he has exploited.

The devil makes him see the

death of a man who may represent all men whose very life Ricardo has
imperiled in the pursuit of his own ends,
James R, Staum and Ruth Gillispie assert that Casona did not

find in fantasy— Illusion and self-deception— a permanent solution to
human problems,

"Casona deals with the human tendency to escape from

reality into fantasy, or the essentially hopeless attempt to force
reality to conform to our desires," writes Staum, and he adds that
this attempt is "doomed to exposure and defeat."

1R

According to

Miss Gillispie, Casona "is no advocate , , , of illusion that
approaches escapism.

The truth, no matter how bitter, is more

desirable than i l l u s i o n , A s the present study has noted, how
ever, Casona permitted some illusions— such as those of the mother
in la jama del alba— to survive.

Likewise, Buero insists that his

characters face up to the truth about themselves and their environ
ment,

For a very few, such as Buero's Irene or Casona's mother in

La dama del alba, some form of self-deception does prove the best
solution for their problems § for the majority of both dramatists'
characters this is not true.

Among this majority, the characters

either return to reality and profit in some way for having done so.
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or persist in their self-deception and suffer undesirable consequences
as a result,

Hans in ft°ohibido suioidarse en primavera seems doomed

to go on seeking the type of morbid satisfaction Wiich he believes he
derives from the suffering of others.

The blind students in En la

ardiente oscuridad must go on living a tenuous and unrealistic life
of happiness which may easily be shattered by realists such as Ignacio,
The fact that the characters have illusions and deceive them
selves may be construed as a criticism of man on the part of Casona

and Buero, for it does indicate a certain kind of character flaw, a
propensity to avoid rather than to accept responsibility, On the
other hand, it would seem a far more severe criticism of man if the
dramatists did not permit their protagonists to dream.

Before a goal

is attained it must be dreamed of and held worthy of accomplishment,
Without dreaming man would be a dull creature and probably incapable
of significant progress.

The parents in Historia de una escalera

have lost their ability to dream and retain only the residual ability
to deceive themselves fo that they can find causes other than their
own shortcomings for their lack of progress.

They have stagnated.

The danger in dreaming, that it will arrive at only the kind of selfdeception practiced by the parents, is overshadowed in the theaters
of Casona and Buero by the advantages dreaming offers, the capability
of seeing beyond one's present misfortune and the opportunity to plan
for a brighter tomorrow.
The characters have been discussed in terms of their personal
good and bad traits, the methods they use and the abilities they
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possess to cope with problems» and the nature, extent, and effect of
dreaming and self-deception among them*

It still remains for the present

study to draw conclusions, based upon 'sdiat has been discussed, which will
prove that both dramatists are essentially optimistic.

What is the net

result of the interplay between the factors in man's life examined in
the preceding chapters?

In what ways and to what degree do the

conclusions based upon these results reflect the optimism of Casona
and Buero?
answered,

Are they at all pessimistic?

These questions remain to be
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Chapter 5

OPTIMISM IN THE DRAMATISTS’ THEATERS
The conclusion of a drama gives meaning to all that has
preceded it.

In the conclusion are revealed the good or bad

consequences which ultimately result from the characters' actions
and thus it exposes idiat the dramatist believes may happen to man,
faced with certain problems and possessed of certain defects and
admirable qualities.

The futility or usefulness of a character's

actions may be determined by finding out t&ether those actions have

been beneficial or harmful to him and the people with lAom he is
associated.

This determination, in turn, shows to a great extent

the dramatist's optimism or pessimisms

if the character's actions

are more beneficial than harmful then, in general, one may assume

that the dramatist is optimistic about man's ability to cope with
the human dilemma; conversely, if the actions are futile or harmful
then he would seem to be pessimistic.

Thus one needs to know what

Casona and Buero have done or said in their dramas' conclusions in
order to determine their optimism or pessimism.

An analysis of a drama’s ending must take into account the
possibility that there is more than one conclusion.

In Chapter 4

of the present study the two levels of reality, it was determined,

may provide two conclusions, an apparent one and a more subtle,
symbolic one.

The symbolic conclusion may not be an accomplished

fact, but rather a situation or type of action lAich the dramatist
has implied will occur in the future.
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Though one cannot be sure,
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it seems likely that the younger generation in Historia de una esoalera
will suooeed lAere the parents have failed and this ending to the play
is symbolized in the renewed hope idiioh Fernando hijo and Carmina
hija voice in the last scene.
comparison with Buero's plays, Casona's have more definite
conclusions, They often end with a clear indication of idiat has
happened to the characters and of tAiat may happen to happen to them
in the future (providing fictional characters can have a future
beyond the book or play).

The dramatic endings of la tercera

palabra and la sirena varada are similar.

In both of them the heroine

finds a new inner strength stemming from the promise of new life idiich
her pregnancy denotes, and the here at last determines to accept,
in response to the influence of love, the responsibility given him

by the heroine, There seems little doubt that Pablo and Marga and
Ricardo and Sirena are happy and will continue to be so.

In addition,

these definite endings may teach something to the characters and the
audience alike.

An obvious lesson in the plays mentioned above is

that through love one discovers that idiat he once considered to be
important— for exangale, Pablo's preoccupation with the uncivilized
life— may not really be too worthiAile lAen conqaared to a lifelong
conq)anionship,
The imaginative or spiritual level of reality often provides
the symbolic conclusion to a play.

Since this level of reality has

great inqwrtance in Buero's plays, it is natural that the symbolic
conclusion should appear frequently in his theater.

Martha T, Halsey
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notes that in Irene o el tesoro and En la ardiente oscuridad the outward defeat of Irene and Ignacio, both of whom die, implies the
1
survival of their inner hopes and ideals.
Obviously, neither of
these plays ends as happily, on the concrete level of reality, as do
most of Casona’s plays.

Yet Buero's plays have indicated, in the

opinion of at least one critic, that the protagonists have undeniably
triumphed in a spiritual way.

This type of triumph may also teach a

lesson, though what the audience or characters learn is contingent
upon their perceptiveness.

Some drama critics and audiences alike

have insisted that the unhappy life led by the characters in Historia
de una escalera provides a rather pessimistic view of the life of the
poor.

However, the play's real lesson is that hope and the possibility

for happiness survive in the relatively hostile environment of poverty,
Jean Paul Borel writes that the conclusion finds Fernando hijo and
Carmina hija not making the same mistakes as their parents ; they are
2
true to love and to each other despite parental opposition.
Taking into account the two possible endings to their plays, Wiat
have Casona and Buero said about the futility or usefulness of man’s
actions?

Regardless of idiether the actions are well advised or mis

directed, they do, say the dramatists, bring results,

A man is capable

of effecting changes in his life, though the amount of his control over
the changes may vary according to his individual traits.

Further, the

plans most vigorously executed may not always be the best ones,
Mauricio in Los drboles wueren de pie is quite energetic and enterprising
in the pursuit of his goal of providing happiness for others through
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illusion.

His actions seem well advised and do produce some desirable

results; for example, they save Isabel's life.

However, Mauricio loses

control of all the possible consequences of his actions when he himself
becomes blinded to reality by his constant practice of deception.

In

Las cartas boca aba.jo, Juan's actions, his studying, have brought him to
the brink of success, yet he loses control of them and fails to win the
university faculty chair -when personal jealousy interferes with his
efforts.

Hence according to Casona and Buero man's actions may bring

results and some men are capable of determined action, but the good or
bad results which his activities bring about are determined more by
how well advised the actions are and how intelligently man pursues them
than by the vigor with which they are pursued.

Also, it is not so

important that a man begins to confront his problems by taking and
wisely pursuing a good course of action as it is that he winds up on
the right course, though he may have made some errors before.
Initially, some characters may not properly identify the problems
which actually confront them. They may, like Fernando and Urban© in
Historia de una escalera, assume that environmental conditions, not
their own shortcomings, prevent them from succeeding. Each devises
a plan, guaranteed to bring him success, ^Ich he will surely— but never
does— put into action “tomorrow,” By the end of the play these two
men still appear Ignorant of the true cause of their failure, but in
other plays this is not so,

Juan in Las cartas boca aba.lo discovers

his weakness and begins to make amends,

Ricardo Jordan in La barca sin

finds out that his problem is not how to make money but how
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to live a worthvAiile life.
serve Estela.

He then decides to stay in the village and

Once the real problems are identified and the apparent

ones eliminated, man begins to deal with the former effectively in
many of the dramatists' plays.
The process of identifying and confronting the problems, success
fully concluded, results in the improvement of the characters with
regard to their mental attitudes about life,

Juan and Ricardo J o r d M

are certainly better men at the end of their plays than they were at the
beginning.

Unaided, except by the sobering effect his failure to gain the

faculty chair must have had, Juan changes from a man jealous of a
more successful scholar, Carlos Ferrar Diaz, to a man fully aware of
his shortcomings and ready to help his son do better,

Ricardo Jord/n,

with the help of the love between him and Estela, changes from a ruth
less businessman to a sincere friend, concerned about the well-being of
others,
The triumphs of Juan and Ricardo symbolize that the course of a
man's life may be changed at some point along the way.

He is not

destined to follow the same errant path he may have followed for many
years.

Also, these triumphs show that once a man has turned over a

new leaf he may help not only himself but others as well.

The possi

bility for laudable and effective change, therefore, is one of the
essentially desirable things which characterize life and are symbolized
in Casona's and Buero's plays.
There is speoifio evidenoe, in the form of statements by drama
critics and in the form of oharaoters' actions and words, idiioh proves
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that the dramatists are optimistlo.

Both professional critic and lay-

man alike, however, may find that optimism In Casona's theater Is more
obvious than in Buero's theater.

The former's plays end happily.

According to Sainz de Robles, Casona has taken to his work an essentially
optimistic spirit.

From each of Casona's works, he reports, the

spectator may extract the assurance that "en la Humanldad, mlentras
no se tralclone a sf misma, existen motivos para sonrelr, para sol&r,
para esperar gozosamente."^ William Shoemaker has written that, though
Casona may have suffered from his forced flight and exile from his
native land, his "characteristic optimism remains undiminished and In
him burns a faith in mankind and in Spain born of deep and tender
human love,"^

Sainz de Robles was writing in I96I and Shoemaker In

1947, but they both strongly confirm the presence of optimism in
Casona's plays « Possibly because this optimism is relatively obvious,
research for the present study has actually found fewer specific
references to it than to Buero's optimism,
"The suffering portrayed In Buero's tragedy," claims J,E, lyon,
"does not necessarily indicate pessimism,"^ This is certainly true,
but suffering does provide a major barrier to recognizing optimism in
Buero's plays and to proving that it exists.

The sadness of a tragedy

masks the subtle optimism contained in the drama.

In essence, Buero's

(and Casona's) optimism is predicated upon the idea that the presence
or lack of physical comfort does not neoessarily determine the quality
of a man's life.

For Buero what matters is that a man mature, learn,

and take the responsibility for his actions.

In order to recognize
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and prove his optimism, therefore, one must distinguish between

physical wellbeing and the true contentment found only in the mind.
The specific evidence in both dramatists' plays which proves
that there is optimism centers around four main areasg hope, religious
faith, positive action and learning by the characters, and the balance

which exists between the good and the bad in man's life.

Additionally,

one may point to the considerable importance of love in Casona* s
plays and to the demonstration of optimism through tragedy in Buero's
plays.

To some extent evidence in each of these areas may be found

in nearly all of the dramas considered in the present study, though
certain of the dramas are more representative of a particular type
of optimism than are the others.
Optimism by its very nature and definition requires hope, which
directly contradicts the pessimistio tendency to expect the worst,
Hope, a feeling that what is wanted will happen, may remain, as it
does in Hoy es fiesta, xdien there is little else to offer encourage
ment to the protagonists.

Regardless of the amount of hope or the

presence of other encouraging conditions, however, hope is present in
every drama by either playwright.
Because hope refers to that which is not yet aooomplished, the
dramatists must often rely on symbolism to denote its presence,

Balseiro

and Owre state that Prohibido suioidarse en nrimavera ends on a note of
hope because, after fleeing from reality, the protagonists return to
it and are strengthened by the hope of spring,^

In addition to spring,

idiioh is almost universally accepted as a sign of renewed hope, Casona
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has placed at the end of this play Beethoven's "Ode to Joy" as back
ground music.

In the play's last scene Alicia discusses spring and

Beethoven with Juans
Alicia, Tambien el ^eethove^ estaba solo y con fiebre
cuando lo escriblcC Pero 4l sabia que la primavera trae una flor
y una promesa para todos,
Juan, (/Lo cree usted asi?
Alicia, El doctor me lo dijo un dxas "No pidas nunca nada a
la vida, Y algtôi dia la vida te dar«f una sorpresa maravillosa,"
Juan,
Y espera usted?
Alicia, Siempre , « . , Hoy es dfa de vida y esperanza,
(Prdhibido, p, 285)
Other plays by Casona which exemplify hope are la barca sin pescador
and Nuestra Natacha. In the former Ricardo Jord/n finds hope for a
better life after defeating the devil and by relying upon love from
Estela, to idiom he says:

"No hay nada que un hombre no sea capaz de

hacer cuando una raajer le mira,"

(Barca, p, 494)

Mien, at the end

of the other play, Lai© tells Natacha, "|T© esperare siempreI"

(Natacha.

p, 215), he is saying both that he will wait and will hope for her,
Natacha remains behind at the farm to complete her work with the
reformatory students, but Lalo has hop© tl^at she will succeed and
has the patience to wait until she is finished.
Among all of Buero's plays, perhaps Hoy es fiesta most clearly
expresses hope and optimism.

In a Madrid review of this play Nlool/s

Gonzalez Ruiz has written:
Hoy es fiesta es una obra. optimista, No de optimism© bob©
, , ,, sino de ©sa omzprensidn y temura fondamentales que al
decir "la vida es asi" np lo hacen ccn amarga desesperaclon,
sino pensando, como aqui taxativamente se dice, que la esperanza
siempre permaneoe,'
Besides providing consolation for the unfortunate inhabitants in the
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tenement house in this play, Borel notes that hope serves the
additional purpose of making the characters face up to their own
particular problems and shortcomings, for, by hoping and failing,
Q
they come to see themselves more clearly.
Thus the characters may
have learned, after they had apparently won and then lost the lottery,
that their hope for a better life cannot be confined to a single time
or place, a thought idiich dona Nieves expresses with the closing words
of the ïû,ayg

"Hay que esperar,,, Esperar siempre,,. La esperanza nunca

termina,,. La esperanza es infinita.,

(Hoy, p, 110)

Other of Buero's

dramas, however, have also drawn attention to their hopeful conclusion,
Refering to Las cartas boca aba.jo one finds the following in another
newspaper reviews
Al final de la ©bra, belle canto a la redeneion esperanzadora,
el esposo, la madre y hasta la pobre enferma silenciosa funden y
suelden sus vidas, licuando sus egofsmos para poder entibiarse
con el cariîM reencontrado en el hijo que renuncia al abandon©
de su hogar,"
Jos^ R, Cortina has summarized the role of hope in Buero's tragedies :
Para Buero, el meoUo de la tragedia es la esperanza, la cual
puede desdoblarse en dos: sgp.ucidn vital a los problemas del
hombre y justiflcaci<6i metafisiea del mundo , , , ,"10
The significance of religion in the dramatists' plays provides
further evidence of their optimism,

Christian dogma espouses the

virtues of brotherly love, kindness, and forgiveness in mortal life
and the promise of eternal life when the body has died.

Therefore, if

Casona and Buero have shown in their dramas that Christianity is a
functional and practiced reality in the lives of the characters, then
they have been optimistic about man.
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One of the thiree main protagonists in Casona's theater is God,
In Chapter 2 of the present study it was noted that in ^

tercera

God's presence is made known by the sound of thunder in
response to a prayer by Pablo,

As one might expect, this twentieth

century "Segigmando" has found God in nature.

He describes to Marga

his discovery of God, idiich occurred one night when, as a boy, he was
trapped alone in a terrible storm:
Y de pronto sent^ que no estaba solo,,, Alguieir se acercaba
en la oscuridad, 1]amifndome desde la tierra, abrazandome con el
viento, mir^ndome desde las estrellas . • « , Comprendi que
aquello que estaba allf oonmigo era, senoillamente, Dios,
(Palabra, p, 782)
In la dama del alba the pilgrim lady who is Death refers to the ultimate
peace and serenity idiioh death provides; such a concept of death may
coincide with the Christian concept of the life eternal.

The defeat

of the devil in la barca sin pescador appears to be a victory for
love and for God from lAom love comes.
Again in Buero's theater there is one play which more than the
others exemplifies a particular manifestation of optimism; in this
case Irene o^ el tesoro most clearly illustrates in Buero's theater
the existence of religious faith,

"Las sabias y prudentes, las

bondadosas voces que vienen de la altura," writes Gonz6ez Ruiz, "no
pueden tener mas que un origen, y Dios est^ siempre detr^ de todos
los milagros que solo son posibles porque existe

The miracle

to ^ ic h this critic refers is the way that Irene glides away on the
path of light, holding in her arms the "duende" Juanito,

"La Voz"

has directed Juanito to seek out Irene, the real treasure, and permits
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the "duende" to bring Irene with him.

It is hard to deny that the

symbolism of this closing scene denotes the presence of God and the

union with Him in paradise which Irene and all mortals are promised.
Hoy es fiesta, Buero's play of hope, also has religious overtones,
Garcfa Pavi^n states that this play is a symbol of the life of those
tdio, though in need, can live because they can hope for the great
"fiesta de la redenci«/n,“^^ Hence the eternal hope of which dona
Nieves speaks is the hope which all Christians, particularly the
lowly and mistreated, hold dears

the hope of ultimate happiness in

eternal life.
Before the hope of eternal life is fulfilled, however, the
characters must live out, as best they can, their mortal existence,
In order to make his mortal existence enjoyable or at least bearable,
man must make some kind of self-improvement; he mist learn a valuable
lesson about himself and life and take some kind of positive action
based upon Wiat he has learned.

When such improvement and action

occur in the plays of Casona and Buero, they denote optimism.
In order for many of the characters of Prohibido suioidarse en
primavera to go on living they must improve themselves by finding an
alternative to suicide as a means of solving their problems, This
they do when they become concerned wdth one another and thereby forget
or minimize their own difficulties.

According to Sainz de Robles,

Casona teaches in this play that "la salvacion humana no est/ en
deshumanizarse voluntaria o violentamente, sino en vivir con sujeci^n
a las exigencias— para el bien o para el dolor— de lo humane , , , ,"^3
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One of the exigencies of being human is, in this play, to recognize
one's common bonds with others « Fernando and Chole learn this through
their association with Fernando's brother Juan,

Alicia, A © once tried

to be a nurse but gave it up when the death of some of her patients
became too depressing for her, must and does learn that the bonds
between humans are ofjoy as well as of sorrow.
wholes mueren de pieand Ricardo in la

Mauricio in Los

sirena varada both learn that

they cannot voluntarily substitute fantasy for real life, particularly
when their own emotions become involved.

The main lesson learned by

the characters named above and others in Casona's plays is that life
is not all good or all bad; that one must seek a balance and happiness
in life someWiere between unachievable bliss and unreasonable sorrow,
William Shelnutt has written that in Historia de una escalera
“the first two generations are depicted as failures, but for the third
generation the author

implies not failure, but success . , ,

Fernande hijo's plans are more resolute than were his father's and
are plans idiich he intends to put into action right away rather than
tomorrow.

The son and daughter Fernando and Carmina have learned from

their parents' failures the necessity of facing problems squarely and
acting resolutely.

By the end of the play it seems that even the

parents, despite their disillusionment and bitterness, have learned
from their children something they had forgotten about life,

Iftich has

been made of the “miradas, cargadas de una infinita melancolia”
(Historia. p, 147) with tdiich the parents watch their children promise
happiness to each other.

The infinite melancholy is born of the
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realization Iqr the parents that they too onee made such promises to
one another; however, it also signifies a mellowing of the embittered
feelings whioh they have so recently displayed in their argument on
the stairway.

The youthful optimism contrasts with the parents own

pessimism, and reveals to them that the truth about life is not that
it must be bitter but rather that it can be good,

Buero further

emphasizes the importance of learning in El tragaluz. for Vicente's
failure to learn from Mario that the individual is important results
in the former's death.

His confession came too late, for it awakened

in his father's demented mind the memory of a guilty act for Aich
Vicente had for too long failed to atone. In this same play, however,
Mario and Encarna, two people vho have been unable to face the world
alone— Mario has hidden from it and Encarna has depended upon the
charity of Vicente— learn totrust in each other and thereby gain the
courage to plan for a bright future together,
Buero's characters also learn that there is balance between
happiness and sorrow in life.

The presence of this balance in both

dramatists' plays is a sign of optimism.

On the one hand it proves

that neither has viewed life as something devoid of pain; thus their
optimism is not unrealistic.

On the other hand, it proves that Casona

and Buero do not hold the pessimist's attitude that nothing one does
will turn out well.
It is true that in most cases Casona's oharaoters are happier at
the end of the play than areBuero's,

Considering this fact alone one

may correctly say that happiness triumphs more definitively in Casona's
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theater and that this theater tips the balance in life more in favor
of the good than does the theater of Buero,

However, as R«E, Lott

has written, "Buero accepts neither hope nor despair as the unique
meaning of the denouement, saying that the two concepts complement
each o t h e r I n a review of Madrugada Gonzalez Ruiz states that
the pessimism and bitterness for which Buero has been reproached by
critics "no son ya el fondo imico, sino la dosis neceearia, la que no
se puede negar sin pecado de hipocresia,"^^

Borel says flatly that he

does not accept the idea that the world which Buero paints in his
dramas is entirely negative and one in which it is impossible to
live happily.

17

Three separate authorities on drama have thus asserted,

in effect, that Buero has not made his theater one of negative pessimism,
but rather one in which happiness remains possible.

Though the

characters' physical surroundings may indicate to the audience or
reader that Buero sees little else but unhappiness and failure in
man's life, the pessimism which such surroundings might engender is
offset by the spiritual triumph achieved by some characters,
One of the reasons that Casona's theater portrays more happiness
is that love is such a powerful and ever present protagonist in it,
"El amor es la base fundamental de toda la intense y extensa produceidn
dramZtiea del ilustre autor de la dama del alba, " T h i s "fundamental
base," as Sergio Nerva calls it, serves principally as the means by
whioh characters are redeemed to a better life.

The present study

has taken note of the fact that love helps characters cope with their
problems and face reality; Ricardo Jord/n in la barca sin pescador
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and Pablo in

tercera palabra are just two of the many examples of

characters who have been helped in this way.

Love's beneficial Influence

upon the protagonists helps make their world one in which optimism is
possible but it is also worth noting that Casona himself loved his
p

characters and mankind in general.

He admitted in the stage

directions preceding la tercera palabra his regard for the two
maiden aunts, Matilde and Angelinas

"Son dos tipos pintoreseos, con

olerto aire de abanloo y 6 b um familiar; pero el autor, que siente por
alias una Irremediable ternura, prohibe expresamente convertirlas en
dos tipos ridiculos,"

(Palabra, p,-733)

Both within his dramas and

in his fondness for their characters Casona demonstrated a love for
and optimism towards man.
Chapter 1 of the present study made the point that Buero has
distinguished between sadness found in tragedy and pessimism which is
not.

Buero's insistence upon the necessity of making this distinction

appears again in the following words by him:
La confusion de lo tr/gie© con lo pesimista que llega,
increiblemente, a formularse con frecuencia en letras de imprenta
es tal vez la muestra rn^s triste y pesimista que pueden ofrecer
de si mismas esas gentes apresuradas y a veces reidoras que la
sufren,^9
Tragedy for Buero is not an end in itselfJ it is a means by which he
expresses his optimistic belief that man may triumph over the hardships and failures which are portrayed in tragedy.

Rather than pessimism,

Robert Kersner sees in the final glances of "infinite melancholy"
(Historia, p. 14?) a soid: of challenge for the world around the characters and for the audience, The challenge exists, he says, because
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for Buero tragedy is filled with hope,

20

Hope, not pessimism, is the

message of Buero's tragedies, and hope, as the present study has noted,
is a definite sign of optimism,

Buero himself has written8

La tragedia propone la fundacidn del optimisme en la verdad
y no en la mentiras en el reconocimiento de todas las cosas y
no en el escamoteo de las peores. Propone el unico optimisme
posible, si es que esta virtud ha de ser una realidad del hombre
y no una falacia sin consistencia,20
For Buero, then, tragedy is not a way to portray the unhappiness ^hich
man suffers; it is rather, the type of drama chosen by him to reveal the
complete truth about man's life.

That truth, once revealed, provides the

foundation of optimism in the dramas of Antonio Buero Vallejo,
How does one conclude discussion about the presence of optimism
in the theaters of Alejandro Casona and Antonio Buero Vallejo?
Certainly one thing which must be made clear is that all the conclusions
arrived at are not considered to be beyond dispute.

It seems quite

obvious to the writer that throughout both dramatists' theaters the
interplay of the characters, their problems, and the methods they use
for solving the problems leads inevitably to the conclusion that Casona
and Buero are optimistic about man's ability to face the human dilemma—
idiieh, to reiterate, consists of trying to satisfy his physical and
spiritual needs without harming others, in a society lAleh soimtimes
impedes his most noble efforts— and to solve it.
insisted upon.

This much must be

However, the particular proofs leading to the conclu

sion about optimism, and the numerous interpretations and analyses of
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the dramatists' materials necessary to arrive at these proofs, may
well be debated.

Very likely no two people w U l derive exactly the

same Impressions from the same dramatic material.

Even the author

ities on drama cited as sources in the present study differ among
themselves and, since they too are human, are subject to error.

None

theless, if, as an irreducible minimum, those idao read or see the
dramatists' plays can agree that neither has been cynical about man
and that both say he can does live a life which affords him some
satisfaction and is worthidiile, then there can be general agreement
that Casona and Buero are optimistic, though perhaps in different ways
and to different degrees.
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Chapter 6

CONCmSION

Alejandro Casona and Antonio Buero Vallejo represent individually
and collectively many of the finest characteristics of the Spanish
theater#

They combine an honest and realistic approach to the problems

of today with features which have given the Spanish theater outstand
ing dramas.

For example, the Spanish national character has tradi

tionally placed great importance on the value of the individual.
Each man, as he stands before God and his fellowman, is considered
the equal of other humans in that he is equally important spiritually,
if not also temporally.

The Spanish theater has portrayed this

individual importance in plays such as Lope de Vega's Peribfeez y

el comendador de Ocana, and Doris K, Arjona has stated that one of
the basic traditions of the Spanish theater is its concern with man
as an individual, not as a cog in society,^

Chapter 2 of the present

study reveals that Casona and Buero also have demonstrated in their
plays a belief in this national and theatrical tradition of the
individual,

Isabel MagaSa Sehevill, writing about Buero's drama, has

summed up the position and importance of the individual in both
dramatists' theaters § "La lucha por el porvenir human© se reduce, al
fin y al cabo, al combate individual del hembr® que logra vencerse a
s£ mismo,"^

Though the individual man may be his own greatest

impediment to happiness, he is also his own greatest ally,

F9
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The present study has also made evident, however, that Casona
and Buero have chosen to portray the individual in different types
of dramaso

Casona's plays are not tragedies, for they end with the

characters seemingly assured of living happily ever after,

Buero,

on the other hand, is a tragedian, one of the best in the modern
Spanish theater.

His plays do not end as happily as do Casona's«

According to Jos^ R, Cortina, Buero's tragedies produce a catharsis,
or purging of the emotions, which Buero considers to be "un perfeccionamiento espiritual9“^ Catharsis has the effect of clearing the mind
of the emotions which have clouded it and thereby permitting the
protagonist to see himself more clearly.

Even without tragedy Casona

produces a type of catharsis; by the end of his plays there has
occurred a dramatic scene in which the characters express their
deepest emotions and come away having learned something about them
selves 9
Further evidence of the dramatists' concern with the individual
has come from the discussion in Chapter 3 of the characters' problems.
In the last analysis, these problems center around the individual and
his reaction to the conditions of society which surround him.

This is

not to say that societal conditions and problems are ignored by the
dramatists, Casona's characters relate in conversation with others the
sad experiences they have had in today's society; Buero's characters
remain Immersed in that society.
Chapter 4 of this study has explored the two playwrights' treatment
of another theme characteristic of the Spanish theater and Spanish
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literature in general, the conflict between reality and illusion.
Certain protagonists, one discovers, have sought to escape rather
than to confront their problems and have done so by indulging in
some form of self-deception.

While in some eases their illusions

prove to be beneficial, the majority of the protagonists find peace

within themselves only after abandoning their illusions and facing
up to reality and their problems,
Still, Casona and Buero have not denied their characters the

ability to dream of a better life.

Out of their dreams the characters

derive hope for some future success, either for themselves or for those

whom they love.

The presence of hope becomes particularly important in

Buero's theater because the people in his tragedies do not by the end
of the play find themselves surrounded by a relatively happy situa
tion,

For this reason, one finds in Buero's theater '"esperanza como

clave de la fe vital en el porvenir del hombre,"^ Casona, according
to Richard Chandler and Kessel Schwarz, accepts the possibility of
happiness both in this world and the next,^

Buero also has admitted

to this possibility, though not as strongly as Casona, idiose characters'
hopes for hap>piness appear to be near realization or already realized at
the play's end.

Thus, from the analysis of the two dramatists' optimism

found in Chapter 5s one may deduce that, léille both Casona and Buero are
optimistic, they vary in the degree to which they possess and pwrtray
this optimism.

In the former's theater optimism is more open and is

substantiated by the present reality of the characters' situation;
in the latter's theater there is still room for doubt that all will
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turn out well, but, principally because of the presence of hope,
optimism remains alive in the present and future aspirations of the
characters, One cannot deny that these aspirations may be fulfilled.
In the last few years before his death Casona saw a relaxation of
the Spanish government's hostility towards him and he was able to
return to Spain and have some of his plays produced there.

This

relaxation in government policy also resulted in an apparent lessening
of censorship of the theater,

Buero's previously censored and suppressed

play, Aventura en lo gris, was at last produced on stage in 1963,^
However George Wellworth, writing in I969, still found that censor
ship in Spain permitted only "spineless pap" on the stage and that
7

Buero and other dramatists had suffered from it.

Buero's personal

attitude towards censorship indicates that he does not consider it
a serious problem.

Due to the conditioning idiich any dramatist receives

from the society in Wiich he lives, Buero has observed that there exists
"the impossibility of absolute freedom in writing not only in Spain,
but also in countries considered to be politically free,"

8

Kessel

Schwarz quotes him as saying, "Creo que el puiblico es receptii- o,
aunque sea burgu^s," indicating that there is growing acceptance
among the Spanish public for severe criticism of the status quo.^
A complete list of the dramatists' plays which were not analyzed
in the present study may be found in the Appendix,

This list shows

that during his thirty-one years of prominence in the theater (1934-19&5)
Casona wrote a variety of dramas.

The categories into which his

dramas are divided suggest topics or ideas for other theses on Casona,
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For exampleJ one might study his plays based upon the lives of
historical figures in order to determine how he has portrayed these

figures and in idiat ways some of the main characteristics of his
theater, such as the reality"illusion theme, have appeared in these
plays.

How have these characteristics caused Casona to modify the

life story or events in the life of the historical figures?

Another

worthwhile field for exploration could be the ways in which Casona
has treated in his liays the stories and characters which he derived
from Spanish folklore and literature, Since Casona* s plays, written
by a former schoolteacher, always teach something, didacticism in
the plays provides a possible subject also.

Suggested topics for

studies of perhaps less than thesis length may include Casona's
adaptations of works by non-Spanish authors; his use of ordinary
nighttime dreams in at least two of his plays (about which Charles

Leighton has written an article

10

); and the possible influence of

the Asturias region which may appear in his plays (see an article by
Rodriguez-Castellan©^^),

Buero* s work in the theater has been less diverse than Casona* s
in terms of the number of diffeirent sources of information or inspiration
for the plays.

Also, the most outstanding characteristic of his theater,

tragedy, has already been the subject of a doctoral dissertation by
Martha T, Halseyg “The Tragedies of Antonio Buero Vallejo,"^

How

ever, there are yet some topics which suggest themselves for thesis

studies.

Providing that there is sufficient information available,

a study of the effects which censorship in Spain may have had on his
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theater would prove interesting,

William Shelnutt, Jr. has found that

the symbolism of Historia de una escalera is directed at Spain's cur
rent social conditions and immediate past h i s t o r y T h i s type of
symbolism, along with the assertions that Buero's theater is committed
to the betterment of social conditions among the poor, gives evidence
that a study of how Buero's concern for the common man today appears
in his dramas would be challenging and fruitful,

Buero's Spanish

version of Hamlet and his plays about two famous Spaniards, Velasquez

and Esquilache, could yield good topics for non-thesis level research.
One might discuss how, in any one of these plays, Buero treated the
principal character, particularly with regard to any changes from the
original character or deviations from known facts.
There are other outstanding dramitists writing for the twentieth
century Spanish theater, tut the student of Spanish literature may
find no two finer representatives of this theater than Alejandro
Casona and Antonio Buero Vallejo,

Reading and analysis of their plays

will provide the student, as it has the writer of the present study,
with an excellent introduction to the best plays and playwrights of

contemporary Spanish drama,

Casona is representative of the lyrical

and openly optimistic approach to drama about contemporary man,
Bruce M, Goldfaden, in his magazine article "Bodas de sanere and la

dama del alba," compares Casona to one of Spanish literature's most
poetic dramatists, Federico Garcfa L o r c a B u e r o has in common with
Garcfa Lorca the writing of tragedies, but does convey more optimism.
Both Casona and Buero have been innovators in the Spanish theater.
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At the beginning of the present study it was said that Spanish
drama in the twentieth century has not been of uniform quality.

Obvi

ously the same statement could be made about the drama of any century.
However, the theaters of Casona and Buero, if followed by other drama
tists of equal caliber, may provide a key to the future of Spanish
drama.

Within their plays the two dramatists present hope for and

optimism towards man as he faces the human dilemma; tAlle the plays
themselves, because of their uniformly excellent quality, give the
Spanish theater hope for continued h i ^ standards of drama and give
the drama students an optimistic attitude towards the possibility that

this hope may be realized.
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APIENDECi

THE DRAMATISTS' OTHER PLAYS
AIEJANDRO CASONA

Casona found ideas for his dramas' plots in a variety of different
sources.

The following list of his dramas not discussed in the present

study is an attempt to catagorize his plays according to the type of source
from which the idea for each play was derived.

The place and date of the

play's "estreno," vhen available, are given in parentheses following the

title,
(1)

Plays based upon the lives of historical figures:

Mar^a Curie (Buenos Aires, 1940),
SinfonCa inacabada (Montevideo, 1940), Based upon the life of
Franz Schubert,
Corona de amor y muerte (Buenos Aires, 1955)» Based upon the
story of InSs^ de Castro,
El Caballero de las espuelas de oro (Madrid, 1964), Based upon
the life of Francisco Quevedo,
(2)

Plays based upon Spanish folklore and literature:

Retable jovial. This is a collection of plays lAich Casona wrote
for and had performed by his "Teatro del Pueblo," the theater of his
Mlsiones Pedag^gieas (1932-1936), Those indicated by place and date in
parentheses have also had professional performances,
"Sancho Panza en la insula," also known as "Sancho Panza en
la isla Barataria" (Mexico City, 1937),
"Entremes del mancebo que caso^con mujer brava," Derived
from "Bjemplo XXXV" of El conde lucanor,
"Farsa del comudo apaleado," Derived from "History LXXVII"
of the Decameron.
"Fablilla del secreto bien guardado," Based upon a popular
Spanish tradition,
"Farsa y justicia del corregidor." Based upon a popular
Spanish tradition,

la molinera de Arcos (Buenos Aires, 194?), Based upon M sombrero
de très picos by AlarcAi,
La Celestina (Madrid, 1965)0 Based upon the famous Spanish novel
by the same name,
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El borlador de Sevilla. A version of the famous Don Juan theme,
Perïb^ëz, Based upon Lope de Vega* s PerIbanez % el comendador de Ocafia,
(3)

ELays based upon stories by non-Spanish authorss

El crimen de Lord Arturo
by the same English name.
Carta de una desconocida
Stefan Zweig,
El suen© de una noche de
Night's Dream,
Ricardo III, Based upon
(4)

(Habana, 1938),

Based upon an Oscar Wilde novel

(Porto Alegre, 1957)»

Based upon a novel by

verano. Based upon Shakespeare's Midsummer
Shakespeare's drama by the same English name,

ELays Wiich have to do with real, nighttime dreamings

la Have en el desvan (Buenos Aires, 1951)»
Siete gritos en el mar (Buenos Aires, 1952).
(5)

Children's theaters

Casona's Teatro infantil is composed of:
"El lindo donôato,"
" A Belen, JPastoresI"
(6)

(Montevideo, 1951)

Other plays not specifically catagorized:

Otra vez el diablo (Madrid, 1935)
El misterio del 'Marie Celeste* (Madrid, 1935)
Romance de Dan y Elsa, also known as Romance en très noches (Caracas,
1938).
Las tres perfectas casadas (Buenos Aires, 1941), El anzuelo de Penisa
(Buenos Aires, 1958), Don Rodrigo,
ANTONIO BUERO VALLEJO
As of 1968 Buero had written a total of seventeen dramaf.

The list below

categorizes the ones not discussed in the present study as Casona* s are
catagorized above,
(1 )

Plays based upon the lives of historical figures:

Un solaador para un pueblo (Madrid, 1958), Based upon the life of
the Spanish statesman and pblitical figure, Esquilache,
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Las Meninas (Madrid, I96O),
great Spanish artist Velazquez »

A fantasy based upon the life of the

(2) Three other plays are related to persons or events found in history
or mythology s
las palabras en la arena (tfedrid, 1949)« A one act play about adultry
and inspired by a Bibllcel episode found in John 8: 1-11„
La te.iedora de suelîbs (Madrid, 1952). Based upon the legend concerning
the wife of Ulysses, Penelope, ïdio wove and then unwove a tapestry tdiHe
awaiting her husband's return.
El eoncierto de San Ovidio (Madrid, I962), A dramatization of the
event Wiioh is supposed to have inspired Valentin Hauy (1743-1822) to open
the first school for the blind.
(3)

A play based upon one written by a non-Spanish authors

Hamlet. Principe de Dinamarca (Madrid, 1961).
Hamlet.
(4)

Based upon Shakespeare's

Other plays not specifically catagorized:

La senal que se espera (Madrid, 1952). Like Hoy es fiesta, this play
emphasizes the presence of hope in the life of man,
Casi un cuento de hadas (Madrid, 1953)* A near fairytale, but also a
tragedy,
Aventura en lo gris. Original version, not produced, written before

.

1949

Aventura en lo gris (Madrid, 1963)« A revised version idiose basic
content remained unchanged.
La doble historia del doctor Volmy. Not produced, written in 1964.

